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PREFACE

Delphus E. Carpenter was the intellectual architect of the Colorado River Compact. However, Carpenter's role in determining the
outcome of the Compact negotiations has never been fully revealed. It
was always accepted that Carpenter and Secretary of Commerce Herbert Hoover, Chairman of the Colorado River Compact Commission,
played leading roles during discussions in Washington and Santa Fe,

This paper was prepared as a final report to the Colorado Water Conservation
Board under a grant to research the life of Delphus E. Carpenter.
Daniel Tyler has been a professor at Colorado State University (CSU)
for
twenty-eight years. Professor Tyler's interest in water law and water project development began with his testimony at a trial involving Pueblo Indian rights. Thereafter,
Professor Tyler participated in litigation involving the Pecos River, the San Luis Valley,
and the City of Taos. Between 1987 and 1992 he wrote the history of the ColoradoBig Thompson Project, entitled The Last Water Hole in the West. Professor Tyler
currently teaches a class at CSU on the role of water in the development of the
American West, and is preparing a biography on the life of Delphus E. Carpenter.
The author is most indebted to Gregory Silkensen for his research in the archives, libraries, government agencies, and historical societies of Colorado River Basin
states that signed the Colorado River Compact.
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but it was only recently that Carpenter's contributions to the concept
of interstate stream compacts could be traced. Carpenter was in fact a
prolific writer who preserved copies of his writings. Moreover, he preserved the papers he received from others, including correspondence,
reports, diaries, and memoranda. When the Colorado Water Conservation Board and the Colorado Water Resources and Research Institute made it possible to evaluate these papers, Carpenter's enormous
influence on the Compact came to light.
The following is an attempt to identify Carpenter's singular contributions to the formation, ratification and interpretation of the Colorado River Compact. It is not a history of the Compact's formation,
but rather an attempt to view the making and interpretation of this
document through the eyes of Carpenter himself. Many people contributed to the success of the negotiations, but Carpenter was almost
always the purveyor of ideas, legal explanations, and compromise solutions. The objective of this paper is to describe his thoughts through
the many interchanges he had with others involved in the process.
FORMULATING AN IDEA
The Colorado River Compace ("Compact"), signed in Santa Fe,
New Mexico on November 24, 1922, and approved by Congress in the
Boulder Canyon Project Act of 1928, 3 was created by a commission

1. Most of the information in this paper is based on a collection of materials
known as the Delphus Carpenter Papers on loan to the Northern Water Colorado Water Conservancy District [hereinafter Carpenter Papers, NCWCD]. The collection is
composed of eight-five boxes of records that were preserved and maintained by the
Carpenter family in Greeley, Colorado until 1992 when a flooded basement at the
Carpenter home resulted in their request for assistance from the Northern Colorado
Water Conservancy District. District employees went to the Carpenter home and
carted off the correspondence, official documents, government reports, litigation records, minutes of meetings, newspapers, diaries, journals, pictures, and family memorabilia which Delphus Carpenter's son, Donald, has been organizing since his father's
death in 1951. There was some water damage, but most of the material was saved. Archivists at the District, assisted by Colorado State University Professor James Hansen
and two of his graduate students, prepared a preliminary finding aid for the collection. The Carpenter Papers were locked in a vault under controlled temperature and
humidity conditions. Professor Tyler obtained the exclusive right from the Carpenter
family to review the contents of the collection at the District for the purpose of preparing a biography of Delphus E. Carpenter. As of May, 1998, the collection has been
appraised by the Colorado Historical Society, but no decisions have been made in regard to the future disposition of these materials.
It should also be noted that Donald Carpenter donated some of his father's
documents to the Hoover Presidential Library in West Branch, Iowa [hereinafter Carpenter Papers, Hoover Library]. Most of what was given to the Hoover Library deals
with the Colorado River Compact. When Professor Norris Hundley, Jr. wrote Water
and the West, he had access to these materials. Although Professor Tyler also made use
of these documents, the great majority of source material used in this paper is from
the Carpenter Papers still protected at the Northern Colorado Water Conservancy District in Loveland, Colorado.
2. COLO. REv. STAT. § 37-61-101 (1997).
3. Boulder Canyon Project Act of 1928, 43 U.S.C. § 617 (1994).
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made up of representatives from the seven Colorado River basin states
under the chairmanship of Secretary of Commerce, Herbert Hoover.
Hoover represented the interests of the United States. The final
document reflected the opinions of many people. Each commissioner
employed the services of attorneys, engineers and hydrologists. Attending sessions at Bishop's Lodge in Santa Fe were volunteers from
many interested organizations, along with employees of the United
States Reclamation Service ("USRS"), soon to be called the Bureau of
Reclamation ("USBR"). Most of the seven states were represented by
their governors at one time or another. Some had just been elected,
others were lame ducks. Prior to the Santa Fe meeting, public hearings had been held at Phoenix, Los Angeles, Salt Lake City, Grand
Junction, Denver, and Cheyenne. At these meetings, commissioners
exposed their plans to the general populace, which in turn responded
with penetrating questions that revealed local concerns, prejudices,
and opinions. The signed Compact was a distillation of all these views.
Nevertheless, the direction, focus, energy, and principal ideas of
the commissioners came primarily from the leadership of Delphus E.
Carpenter, a Colorado interstate streams commissioner since 1913.
Carpenter was appointed his state's representative on the Colorado
River Compact Commission in 1921. In that same year, he was also
named Colorado's official representative on interstate commissions involving the South Platte, Arkansas, La Plata, and Laramie rivers. In
subsequent years he participated in compact discussions on the North
Platte, Little Snake, and Rio Grande rivers.
Carpenter's qualifications for the post of interstate streams commissioner date from a 1912 association with RoyceJ. Tipton, a civil engineer who was at that time preparing maps, surveys and hydrologic
studies of the San Luis Valley in connection with New Mexico's claim
to prior appropriation on the La Plata and Rio Grande rivers. 4 In that
year, Carpenter wrote to Senator Carl Hayden of Arizona, suggesting
"the settlement of interstate water controversies by the exercise of
the
treaty making powers of the states."' Having been selected in 1911 as
directing counsel for Colorado in Wyoming v. Colorado,6 Carpenter had
begun to search for a settlement with Wyoming that would produce a
negotiated agreement without litigation. Although he still hoped to
prove that Colorado had an absolute property right to the water originating within its borders, Carpenter began formulating an interstate
compact theory as he prepared his briefs for the United States Su-

4. Testimony by RoyceJ. Tipton, 1933 (transcript, on file in the Carpenter Papers,

NCWCD, supra note 1, Box 43, folder 3).

It is not clear for what purpose this testi-

mony was given, but Tipton notes that, in addition to his work in the San Luis Valley in
1912 and 1913, the report he later prepared on the Colorado River "was used by Colorado as a basis for [Clompact negotiations by the four upper Colorado basin states."
Id. at 2.
5. Letter from Delphus E. Carpenter to Senator Carl Hayden (Aug. 8, 1923) (on
file in the Carpenter Papers, NCWCD, supra note 1, Box 44, folder 6.2).

6. Wyomingv. Colorado, 259 U.S. 419 (1922).
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preme Court.7 He was opposed to interstate litigation. Negotiation
among equals, he believed, would be far more productive, durable and
cost effective.
Elected Colorado's first native-born state senator in 1908, Carpenter also developed the political instincts that served him so well in the
negotiation process. A Weld County rancher and attorney with considerable experience in irrigation litigation, he understood the complexities of water use and delivery, the business end of water development and the intricacies of the prior appropriation doctrine.
Recognized in 1911 as the "accredited Republican leader of the senate"" and a major force on the committee on agriculture and irrigation, he was asked by the Democratic leadership to chair a special
committee on irrigation investigations, "particularly in relation to interstate streams."9 Colorado had become acutely concerned about the
future of its interstate water rights following the Supreme Court decision in Kansas v. Colorado.10
After a year's work in the field, Carpenter prepared a report that
he delivered to the 18th Colorado State Assembly on December 31,
1911. It emphasized the need to preserve the prior appropriation doctrine and to reject any legislation attempting to place Colorado's waters under state control. It argued that a state water plan would "increase litigation and.., impair the stability of vested rights."'" It urged
the State Assembly to provide a "liberal appropriation of public funds,"
to resist attacks by the federal government, and to create a defense
fund sufficient to thwart the Reclamation Service's attempts to acquire
control over the state's water. In conclusion, Carpenter noted that
[t]oo serious consideration cannot be given this most important
topic. Too positive a position can hardly be taken. The motto 'millions for defense and not one cent for tribute' may well be borne
constantly in mind. Our position on the crest of the continent not
only invites attack but compels constant vigilance coupled with readiness to respond to any and all attacks. Every facility should be pro-2
vided for constant preparation and immediate action upon our part.
Although Carpenter seemed to have on occasion a siege mentality exacerbated by occasional paranoia regarding the federal government,
7. M.C. Hinderlider and R.I. Meeker, Interstate Water Problems and Their Solution (1925) (on file in the Carpenter Papers, NCWCD, supra note 1, Box 52, folder
12). State Engineer Hinderlider and Consulting Engineer Meeker presented this paper to the American Society of Civil Engineers in Salt Lake City, Utah on July 9, 1925.
The authors indicated that Carpenter's interstate treaty ideas had been "in process of
development since 1911" when he began work on the Wyoming case.
8. Delphus E. Carpenter, Autobiography (unpublished manuscript, on file in the
Carpenter Papers, NCWCD, supra note 1, Box 78, Clippings Envelope).
9. Id.
10. Kansas v. Colorado, 206 U.S. 46 (1907).

11. DELPHUS E. CARPENTER, REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON IRRIGATION INVESTIGATIONS OF
THE SENATE, S.R. NO. 16 (17th Colo. Gen. Assembly).
12.

Id.
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his goal was to preserve Colorado's sovereign right to its water. Simultaneously, he worked with the State's neighbors to negotiate acceptable agreements out of court. In the years followiAg his appointment
as Interstate Streams Commissioner, Carpenter worked on the Wyoming litigation writing the major portion of the 1916 brief and Volume
I of the 1917 brief. He presented these to the United States Supreme
Court and delivered part of the oral argument. In 1916, he also began
negotiations with Nebraska which led to the South Platte River Compact, 3 signed on April 27, 1923. It was during this period (1912 to
1923), both before and after he became engaged in Colorado River
Compact negotiations, that Carpenter perfected his theories regarding
interstate compacts.
THE CONSTITUTIONAL AND LEGAL BASIS
In a 1921 speech to the Colorado Bar Association, Carpenter noted
that the states of the United States
have been prone to forget that principles of international law apply to
interstate relations and [they] have rushed into war, through its substitute by suit in the Supreme Court, without first seeking to exercise
their inherent right and duty of friendly settlements through dlomatic channels by interstate treaties ...agreements or compacts.
Carpenter argued that because all the states entered the Union on
equal footing and because their powers of sovereignty were limited
only by what had been delegated to the federal government (pursuant
to the 10th Amendment), these states have the right under Article 1,
Section 10, Paragraph 3 of the Constitution to enter into agreements
or compacts with each other provided that they obtain the consent of
Congress. This is one of the powers specifically reserved to the states.
Citing the Court's opinion in Virginia v. Tennessee,"' Carpenter noted
that congressional consent could be obtained either before or after
compact negotiations "on any subject matter authorized by Congress."' 6 The governors of interested states, "pursuant to authority previously conferred by legislative acts" in the states, would appoint commissioners for a joint commission themselves.17 Seeking congressional
approval first, then having a joint commission draw up a compact for
the states to ratify, and then obtaining congressional approval of the
compact was, for Carpenter, the preferred modus operandi.
13. COLO. REV. STAT. § 37-65-101 (1997).
14. Delphus E. Carpenter, Application of the Reserve Treaty Powers of the States to
Interstate Water Controversies, Address Before the Colorado Bar Association (1921),
in COLO. BAR Assoc., vol. 24, 1921. This speech can also be found in COLO. WATER
CONSERVATION BD., INTERSTATE COMPAcTs, vol. I, 1946, at 111-40. Unless otherwise
noted, the ideas presented in this segment of the paper are based on this speech.
15. Virginia v. Tennessee, 148 U.S. 503, 517-28 (1892).
16. Carpenter, supra note 14.
17. Id.
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Carpenter's arguments in support of the constitutionality of interstate compacts focused on the preservation of state sovereignty. His
reasoning resulted not only from the training he received as an attorney and his interest in constitutional history, but from his frustrating
experiences with Royce Tipton in the San Luis Valley. Colorado's legitimate irrigation projects along the Rio Grande were prohibited because of the federal government's concern about meeting treaty obligations with Mexico.
In 1896, the United States and Mexico began discussions respecting the use of water of the Rio Grande at El Paso. As a result of these
conversations, the Secretary of State recommended that the Secretary
of the Interior "suspend operation of the act of 1891 known as 'the
right-of-way act,' under which easements must be secured for the
construction of irrigation works over public lands. . .. "s In harmony

with this recommendation, the Secretary of the Interior entered what
was known as 'the embargo order' whereby the Commissioner General
of the Land Office was directed to approve no more filings under the
act of 1891 until further orders. 9 As Carpenter noted in hearings before the United States Senate in 1925, "[t]he effect of that order was
just as though an army had been placed in that territory to prevent
construction activities. No building was allowed."" Following a treaty
with Mexico in 1906, the order was modified to allow reservoir construction, but all projects commenced after 1903 remained embargoed. In its "bureaucratic spirit of super caution," Carpenter concluded, the Department of the Interior declined to lift the embargo
until 1925, even though "scientific investigations" and "engineering
studies" showed that the waters of the Rio Grande were ample to supply the needs of both the United States and Mexico and that, indeed,
21
surplus water was flowing to the Gulf of Mexico.
According to Carpenter, the net effect of this policy was to severely
retard development in the San Luis Valley. Colorado, the headwaters
state of the Rio Grande, was deprived of its constitutional right to reclaim lands and develop economically. Not only was confidence in the
United States government impaired, but the "comity [courtesy] existing between the states [New Mexico and Colorado] in their common
cause for the welfare of the [R]epublic" was disturbed by Interior's
embargo policy.22

The spirit of cooperation was abrogated by the

heavy-handed tactics of the Reclamation Service.
Similarly, Carpenter noted, the Department of the Interior's 1908
construction of Pathfinder Reservoir on the North Platte River in

18. Hearings on S.R. 320 Before the Comm. on Irrigation and Reclamation, 69th Cong.
311-21, 655-712 (1925).
19. Id.
20. Id.
21. Id.
22. Delphus Carpenter, Report (undated manuscript, on file in the Colorado State
Archives, Denver, Colorado, Colorado River Commission, Department of Natural Resources, RCC #20559, folder #10).
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Wyoming was effected prior to accomplishing any kind of water use
agreement between the two states sharing that river. In his view, the
reservoir "created a monopolistic appropriation of the river and [was]
in the hands of a power beyond the jurisdiction of either state ....
The rights of Colorado were ignored. Funds were expended, structures were built and Colorado faced a servitude on the North Platte
against its will for the benefit of Wyoming and without recourse
through its sovereign right of eminent domain.
For Carpenter, the lesson was obvious:
[B]efore any great works are constructed with Government funds on
certain of our western rivers, for generation of power or the reclamation of arid lands, compacts respecting jurisdiction and use of the waters of the river should first be made between the United States and
the [i]nterested [s]tate or [s]tates ' -

While time would be required to formulate compacts, Carpenter believed that settlement of the respective rights of the states prior to the
commencement of government construction would encourage private
development and assure the states of continued control of their own
waters.
When rivers such as the Colorado or the Rio Grande were international in nature, Carpenter believed that additional considerations for
compact negotiation were necessary, but the framework for settling
disputes was similar to the relationship between sovereign states. International problems on rivers were usually addressed first by the nations' ambassadors. Lacking success, the nations went to war. Interstate problems could be addressed by commissioners. If they failed, or
if the states preferred a fight, they would have to engage in the equivalent of war by entering a suit in the Supreme Court.
Carpenter's studies of case law26 convinced him that international
precedents would help justify the argument for interstate compacts.
The authority he most frequently cited was the 1895 opinion of Attorney General Judson Harmon "respecting the claims of the Republic of
Mexico to a preferred right, by prior appropriation, to the uses of the

23. Letter from Delphus E. Carpenter to Charles E. Winter (May 14, 1927) (on file
in the Carpenter Papers, Hoover Library, supra note 1).
24. In 1934, the Wyoming State Engineer stated that even though Pathfinder was
accorded a 1904 priority, "water rights on the North Platte River, above Pathfinder,

have been permitted to use water with no regard for the priority claim of Pathfinder."

See mimeographed bulleting signed by Edwin W. Burritt, Wyoming State Engineer,
Oct. 9, 1934 (on file in the Carpenter Papers, NCWCD, supra note 1, Box 53, folder
10).

25. Letter, supra note 23.
26. For a look at Carpenter's review of case law, see Memorandum Brief Submitted in
Behalf of Federal Legislation to Authorize the Colorado River Compact: Hearings in re H.R.

6821 Before the House Judiciay Comm., 67th Cong. (1921) (brief written by Delphus E.
Carpenter, COLO. WATER CONSERVATION BD., INTERSTATE COMPACTS, vol. II, 1946, at 1-

10.)
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water of the Rio Grande River."27 Harmon argued that "a claim of international servitude upon a stream by a lower nation upon the principle of a preferred right to the use of the water ... need not be respected by the upper nation.... 8 The upper nation could legally
develop its territory and make all needful use of the waters emanating
from within its boundaries irrespective of any claims from the lower
nation. The upper nation did not have to yield any of its water until
such time as it saw fit to make some concession by treaty, and then "as
a matter of policy and not of international law."2 However, in his conclusion Harmon left open the possibility of a sharing agreement by
of comity."90
means of a treaty with Mexico based on the "consideration
It was this consideration of comity that Carpenter applied to Colorado's situation as a headwaters state, constantly under attack in the
courts by downstream states. For him, an interstate compact was the
equivalent of an international treaty which would avoid the pain and
discomfort of a long drawn out "war" in the Supreme Court. While
Colorado and the other sovereign states in the upper basin of the
Colorado River had every legal right to unlimited use of the water
emanating from within each states' territory, the consideration of comity would free Colorado from litigation with its neighbors by providing
these neighbors with an equitable distribution of water permanently
apportioned in an interstate compact. Just as the principle of proprietary ownership by upper basin states or nations needed to be replaced
by the principle of comity, so, too, the doctrines of prior appropriation
and foreign servitudes by lower basin states or nations had to be replaced by the principle of equitable apportionment.
Equitable apportionment, as Carpenter understood it, was not a
legally precise method of water distribution. Rather, it was a general
policy of cooperation and compromise designed to avoid costly litigation and to establish harmony between two or more sovereign states. A
compact on the Colorado River based on equitable apportionment
would have to assure the lower basin states some benefits from the
stream "while at the same time preserving to the [s] tate or [s] tates of
origin, in so far as possible, their sovereign rights of use and consumption, according to their future conditions and necessities, and the exercise of eminent domain within their respective territories free from
servitudes beyond their control."3' A student of the 1907 Kansas v.
3 2 decision, Carpenter affirmed the views of Justice David J.
Colorado
Brewer that either the Supreme Court or a compact commission would
have to make an "equitable apportionment of the benefits be-

27. 21 Op. Att'ys Gen. 274, 280-83 (1895) (quoted in Carpenter, supra note 26, at
124-26).
28. Id.
29. Id.
30. Id.
31. Id.
32.

Kansas v. Colorado, 206 U.S. 46, 117 (1907).
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tween ... states resulting from the flow of the river.
Such a determination would have to be based on a consideration of all the facts
and not just past or present uses by citizens "whose rights at most are
merely usufructuary and temporary and must always yield to the superior and sovereign power of the [s]tates to adapt the uses or consumption of the waters to future conditions and necessities. 3 4 In Carpenter's scheme of things, an interstate compact commission would be in
a "better position to arrive at an 'equitable- apportionment of the benefits between... states from the flow of the river' than would 'any court
however constituted.'5

THE INGREDIENTS OF AN EFFECTIVE COMPACT
Carpenter was not the originator of interstate compacts. States
had been settling various grievances in this manner since the eighteenth century. However, he was the first to fully develop the concept
of compacts on interstate river systems, and when he was publicly credited with this contribution to constitutional law, he did feel appreciated.36 Writing to Herbert Hoover in 1934, he stated that he had advanced his compact views to representatives of the League of the
Southwest in a 1920 Denver meeting as a way "to protect and preserve
the autonomy of the [s] tates and to open the way to orderly construction of the [Colorado River] project...."37 As legal advisor for Colorado Governor Oliver H. Shoup on the League's Resolutions Committee, whose full support for Carpenter was shared by New Mexico's
State Engineer, L. A. Gilette, he introduced his compact plan as a solution to the impasse at which the League had arrived in its discussions
on the need for flood control on the lower Colorado River. His ideas
were accepted, included in the report of the Committee to the full
body of the League, and approved without debate. However, even the
newspapers covering the Denver meeting failed to note the significance of Carpenter's pioneering suggestion.
In addition to the reasons he gave Hoover, Carpenter believed that
a compact on the Colorado River was necessary because the federal

33.
34.
35.
36.

Id.
Id.
Id.
In a diary entry for May 15, 1923, Carpenter wrote "Director Arthur P. Davis

[Reclamation Service] and Assistant Secretary [Stephen B.] Davis were both there [a
banquet sponsored by the Denver Civic and Commercial Association] -

gave me full

credit for originating river compact plan." On file in the Carpenter Papers, NCWCD,
supra note 1, Box 78, Diaries. Several months earlier he was praised by Colorado's
Governor Oliver H. Shoup for "his pioneer suggestion of the application of the treaty
powers of the states to the solution of interstate river problems ....

" Governor Oliver

H. Shoup, Address to the 24th General Assembly of the State of Colorado (Jan. 5,
1923) (transcript, on file in the Carpenter Papers, NCWCD, supra note 1, Box 5, folder
6).
37. Letter from Delphus E. Carpenter to Herbert Hoover (Jan. 5, 1934) (on file in
the Carpenter Papers, NCWCD, Box 79, supra note 1, Hoover Letters).
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government was persisting in its claim to the unappropriated waters of
non-navigable streams in the western states. Not only was such an objective contrary to the constitutional guarantee of state sovereignty, but
if carried into effect, "it would generally weaken the strength of each
state and thereby effectively undermine the foundations of our Federal
structure., 38 A compact, on the other hand, would encourage unanimity of support for federal reclamation by the states and would "promote the recognition of the sovereignty of each state, thereby
...the several units which compose the national
[strengthening]
39
structure.
A compact would also provide protection to basin-of-origin states,
such as Colorado, Utah, Wyoming and New Mexico. Although Justice
Van Devanter's opinion in Wyoming v. Colorado" was subject to differing
interpretations, there were those who were convinced that the rule of
priority would now prevail on interstate streams where two states followed the same legal system of water rights adjudication. But even before the Van Devanter decision, Carpenter feared that if the lower basin states (Arizona, California and Nevada) managed to utilize
additional water from the Colorado River as a result of works built by
the federal government, they would try to claim a legal priority, effectively forcing a servitude on the Upper Basin that would require a certain quantity of water delivered annually from the source to the faster
growing states in the south. Without a compact to protect their right
to develop at a pace consistent with their own needs, the upper basin
states could grow only at the mercy of the Lower Basin. This possibility
stuck in Carpenter's craw. It conflicted with his deeply rooted belief
that the states had entered the Union on equal footing. The Upper
Basin's right to equality required protection and a compact was the
only way to achieve this security.
Protection of basin-of-origin states had to include both present
and future needs. Carpenter was as vocal on this issue in regard to the
Arkansas, La Plata, and South Platte rivers as he was in regard to the
Colorado River.4 ' A compact would prevent a free-for-all race to see
who could develop the fastest because it would assure each participant
state that its rights were permanently protected no matter how long it
might take to get its economic engines running efficiently.
In sum, Carpenter was convinced that a compact would preserve
state sovereignty, allow for healthy growth, encourage private devel38. Letter from Delphus E. Carpenter to F.H. Newell (Aug. 2, 1923) (on file in the
Carpenter Papers, NCWCD, supra note 1, Box 1, folder 21).
39. Id.
40. Wyoming v. Colorado, 259 U.S. 419 (1922).
41. See, e.g., Letter from Delphus E. Carpenter to Oliver H. Shoup, Governor of
Colorado (August 12, 1921) (on file in the Colorado State Archives, Colorado Governor Appointments and Applications, RCC #8801); In Re the La Plata River Compact:
Hearings in re H.R. 6821 Before the HouseJudiciary Comm., 67th Cong. (1921) (report of
Delphus E. Carpenter, on file in the Carpenter Papers, NCWCD, supra note 1, Box
37). For the South Platte, see Daniel Tyler, Delph E. Carpenter: Father of Interstate Water
Compacts, The Evolution of an Innovative Concept, 1 COLORADO HIsToRY 87 (1997).
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opment of both diversion works and irrigation projects, avoid costly
litigation, assure the supremacy of equitable apportionment instead of
prior appropriation across state lines, eliminate future embargoes by
the Reclamation Service, and settle title to water rights on the river before the construction of dams and reservoirs. Underlying Carpenter's
sanguine outlook was his belief that there was sufficient water in the
Colorado River for the needs of all seven states and Mexico. Even so,
he recognized that entering into a compact was a delicate process
which could only be accomplished with the greatest of tact, patience,
and diplomacy. Unless the steps taken by compact participants were
precise and articulated with ample forethought, compact negotiations
would probably fail.
Following congressional consent, and after organization of a compact commission, it was essential to have accurate and sufficient hydrographic data on river flow; facts that would have to be acquired
"through systematic study covering several years. 42 Through their own
hands-on recognizance, commissioners would also have to be familiar
with the physical nature of the river, the agricultural possibilities of
surrounding lands, and future reclamation possibilities.43 Once this
information was available, commissioners could meet under certain
guidelines: (1) their verbal agreements should be tentative and not finalized until the entire compact was readied for acceptance; (2) suggestions made by each and every participant should be carefully considered and should be taken under advisement for deliberation at
subsequent meetings so as to avoid polarization and conflict; (3) each
part of the compact should be evaluated in terms of the whole compact; (4) negotiation should not take place under the pressure of time
constraints and participants should feel free to deliberate extensively
in order to convert complex concepts into simple language; and (5)
the focus of discussion should be on major points, such as water allocation and construction of works, leaving details to those in charge of the
compact's final phrasing. 4
Carpenter's extensive studies and experience on many compact
commissions led him to frequently reiterate that compacts were
agreements between states, not between individual appropriators. Individual water rights already vested might be subject to modification by
the authority of the state signing such a document.4' He urged com42. Letter from Delphus E. Carpenter to George E. Baker, North Dakota Assistant
State Engineer (Jan. 23, 1923) (on file in the Carpenter Papers, Hoover Library, supra
note 1, Colorado River Commission Correspondence).
43. Id.
44. Delphus E. Carpenter, Suggestions (on file in the Carpenter Papers, Hoover
Library, supra note 1, North Platte River Compact, Correspondence). This undated
document was in mimeograph form and written out in anticipation of a compact
commission being formed for the North Platte River.
45. Writing to Ray Lyman Wilbur, Acting Chairman of the Federal Power Commission in 1930, Carpenter stated, "the rights of a permittee or licensee to the use of water can be no greater than the rights of the state in which his project is located and the
rights of his state, with respect to those of other states, always are subject to future
definition by interstate compact or by decision of the Supreme Court in a case be-
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missioners to draw up compacts which would be self-executing so as to
prevent the need for an enforcement authority. 46 To succeed in this
goal, he recommended that their discussion groups remain small and
intimate. Commissioners should not allow "speechfests" and they
should meet in executive session to avoid the danger of misinforma47
tion and hyperbole appearing in poorly researched press accounts.
In 1929, when Carpenter was working on a compact for the four
upper basin states, he urged commissioners to take the time for public
hearings before meeting to discuss specific issues.48 As with the 1922
Colorado River experience, he believed that hearings were necessary
to avoid the potential for well-orchestrated criticism when compacts
were presented to state legislatures for ratification. In reality, he argued, a compact was at best an offer to the legislatures of interested
states. 9 Legislatures ratified what interstate commissions proposed. If
parties signing a compact felt they had been treated with equal dignity,
not coercion, if they were convinced that no state gained an advantage
in negotiations, and if the public had sufficient opportunity to make
suggestions during negotiations, the legislatures could proceed with
the assurance that the commission had done its job.
For Carpenter, the process was similar to protocols associated with
drawing up an international treaty. The same caution and deliberation were required. Commissioners also needed to remember that
without proper state leadership, federal bureaucrats could easily take
over negotiations. ° Of course, if an effective compact were to result, it
would still have to be satisfactory to the various federal agencies. All
United States treaty obligations had to be respected, as well as the superior jurisdiction of Congress over navigation if navigable rivers were
involved. Additionally, the final document should be capable of being
understood by lay people. Finally, "[i] t should be definite, certain and
manifestly just in all its provisions and so appealing in its simplicity as
to meet the understanding and to receive the approval of fair minded
critics."'" As such, a compact would become the law of the river.
tween the interested states." Letter from Delphus E. Carpenter to Ray Lyman Wilbur,
Acting Chairman of the Federal Power Commission (July 19, 1930) (on file in the Wilson Papers, New Mexico State Archives, Santa Fe, New Mexico [hereinafter Wilson Papers]).
46. Letter from Delphus E. Carpenter to S.G. Hopkins, Commissioner from Wyoming, and R.H. Willis, Commissioner from Nebraska (Jan. 25, 1927) (this letter accompanied a draft compact for the North Platte River, on file in the Carpenter Papers,
NCWCD, supra note 1, Box 81, folder 4).
47. Letter from Delphus E. Carpenter to George H. Dern, Governor of Utah (Aug.
8, 1929) (on file in the Dern Papers, Utah State Archives, Salt Lake City, Utah [hereinafter Dern Papers]).
48. Letter from Delphus E. Carpenter to Francis C. Wilson, Commissioner from
New Mexico (July 15, 1929) (on file in the Wilson Papers, supra note 45).
49. See Delphus E. Carpenter's notes on the first meeting of Rio Grande Compact
Commission held at the Broadmoor Hotel, Colorado Springs, Colo. (Oct. 26, 1924)
(on file in the Carpenter Papers, NCWCD, supra note 1, Box 29).
50. Letter from Delphus E. Carpenter to Francis C. Wilson, Commissioner from
New Mexico (Sept. 20, 1932) (on file in the Wilson Papers, supra note 45).
51. Delphus E. Carpenter, The Proposals (an undated typescript copy of his sug-
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THE WASHINGTON MEETINGS

When Carpenter represented Colorado Governor Oliver Shoup on
the Resolutions Committee at the League of the' Southwest's 1920
meeting in Denver, he carried a request from the governor to "formulate some method by which the rights of the states of origin of the
[Colorado] river could be protected in their future development without interfering with the early construction of the large reservoirs on
the lower river., 2 The urgent need for flood control in the Lower Basin was matched by a desire for protection in the Upper Basin. A
stalemate had developed amongst League members. Carpenter saw a
window of opportunity that inspired him to suggest a solution with
which he had already been working as Colorado's Interstate Streams
Commissioner on the South Platte and La Plata rivers. As finally accepted by League members, this resolution stated:
Resolved, That it is the sense of this conference that the present and
future rights of the several States whose territory is in whole or in part
included within the drainage area of the Colorado River, and the
rights of the United States, to the use and benefit of the waters of said
stream and its tributaries, should be settled and determined by compact or agreement between said States and the United States, with
consent of Congress, and that the legislatures of said States be requested to authorize the appointment of commissioners for each of
said States for the purpose of entering into such compact or agreement for subsequent ratification and approval by the legislatures
of
3
each [of] said States and the Congress of the United States.5
Carpenter did not design this plan without previous experience. Since
1916, he had been working on an interstate compact plan with Nebraska for the South Platte River. Even before that, "he had repeatedly
suggested the treaty method of settlement of interstate water rights
only to meet skepticism, indifference, failure of comprehension, and
open ridicule., 54 After the South Platte River Compact was signed in
1923, he recalled that "the application of the treaty powers of the states
[to interstate streams] was first begun on the South Platte River. .. ."
The Colorado River treaty," he added, "[was] a subsequent under55
standing growing out of the preliminary work upon the South Platte.
gestions for a Rio Grande Compact, on file in the Carpenter Papers, NCWCD, supra
note 1, Box 26).
52. Delphus E. Carpenter, Historical Sketch of the Colorado River Commission
(undated typescript copy, on file in the Carpenter Papers, NCWCD, supra note 1, Box
51, brown folder).
53. Delphus E. Carpenter, History of Proceedings By Colorado River States Leading to Interstate Compact Negotiations, Appendix (typescript essay, on file in the Carpenter Papers, NCWCD, supra note 1, Box 51, brown folder).
54. Delphus E. Carpenter, The Colorado River Compact: Sketch of Events and
Causes Leading to Creation of the Colorado River Compact Commission (typescript
paper, on file in the Carpenter Papers, NCWCD, supra note 1, Box 7).
55. Letter from Delphus E. Carpenter to Ralph G. Lindstrom, Chairman Executive
Committee of the Law Club of Denver (June 28, 1923) (on file in the Carpenter Papers, NCWCD, supra note 1, Box 44, folder 6.2).
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He also noted that his work with New Mexico's Stephen B. Davis
on La Plata River since 1918 had further prepared him for "better consideration of the greater problem of the Colorado River.0 6 He knew
that a La Plata compact would be precedent setting. Although it was
actually signed three days after the Colorado River Compact, what he
gained from his association with Davis was not only the chance to think
through some of the thorny issues with which he would have to deal in
Santa Fe, but a feeling of confidence and respect for someone who
would be an important member of the Colorado River Commission.
One concern determining the direction of much of Carpenter's
thinking was what he viewed as suspicious activities of the federal government. Colorado State Engineer Addison J. McCune had already
warned of the Imperial Valley's plan to ask the federal government to
"shut off all development in the upper country until the whole scheme
[of development on the Colorado River] is thrashed out, which might
take years. 57 What Carpenter saw was a rivalry developing between the
Southern California Edison Company and the Reclamation Service
over which entity would occupy and develop power sites on the Colorado River, "all of which adds importance to the problem of setting up
the rights of the states in advance of construction.,

58

He was afraid

that such a rivalry could easily lead to the construction of a power producing dam at Boulder Canyon before the Upper Basin could get an
agreement protecting its own rights at the headwaters.59 Litigation
would surely follow such a course of events.
Therefore, at the first meeting of the Colorado River Commission
in Washington in January of 1922, Carpenter stated that the "prime
objective of the creation of this Commission was to avoid future litigation among the states interested in the Colorado River and [to plan]
60
the utilization of the benefits to be obtained from its water supply.
His hope was to "settle in advance those matters which would otherwise be brought into court;" in other words, "to 61settle the title to the
river before structures [were] placed thereupon.,
But the Washington discussions were not well focused. They centered on how many new acres each state planned to place under pro56. Letter from Delphus E. Carpenter to Thomas E. Campbell, Governor of Arizona (Oct. 14, 1921) (on file in the Colorado State Archives, Denver, Colorado, Colorado River Commission, Department of Natural Resources, RCC #20559, folder #7).
57. Letter from A.J. McCune, Colorado State Engineer, to George Anderson, Los
Angeles Consulting Engineer (July 22, 1920) (on file in the Colorado State Archives,
Shoup Papers, RCC #26796).
58. Letter from Delphus E. Carpenter to Oliver H. Shoup, Governor of Colorado
(June 20, 1921) (on file in the Colorado State Archives, Denver, Colorado, Department of Natural Resources, Colorado River Commission, RCC #20559, folder #5).
59. Letter from Delphus E. Carpenter to Sims Ely (Sept. 28, 1921) (on file in the
Colorado State Archives, Denver, Colorado, Department of Natural Resources, Colorado River Commission, RCC #20559, folder #7).
60. Minutes, first meeting of the Colorado River Compact Commission, Dept. of
Commerce, Washington, D.C. (Jan. 26, 1922) (on file in the Carpenter Papers, Hoover
Library, supra note 1, Printed Minutes, Meetings 1-7, Colorado River Project File).
61. Id.
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duction. Even with an estimated average annual flow at Yuma of
17,300,000 acre-feet, a figure based on recorded flows between 1899
and 1920, Commission Chairman Herbert Hoover knew that the river
would be bankrupt if each state were apportioned water sufficient to
irrigate the acreages they claimed for future development.62 None of
the states wanted to accept limitations. A compact based on the acreage limitation principle would not and could not succeed.
Understanding this, Carpenter chose to illuminate his colleagues
with information and theories gained from ten years of thinking about
interstate compacts. He pointed out that the Upper Basin could never
beneficially use even an "equitable part" of the waters rising in and
flowing within each state due to the unique topography of this area.
Whatever water could be used in the Upper Basin belonged to the
states of origin. By law, these states did not have to relinquish it to the
Lower Basin, but an unreasonable exercise of state sovereignty by the
Upper Basin would not only violate the spirit of comity, but might also
result in the intervention of the Supreme Court. Likewise, if the
Lower Basin established a claim to large amounts of water from the
Upper Basin based on prior appropriation, this would amount to a
"taking" or "involuntary extraterritorial servitude" frowned upon by international and interstate law. When asked by Hoover if he denied the
whole theory of priority of utilization as between states, Carpenter replied, "Emphatically! 6 Construction of works in the Lower Basin,
based on a claim of priority would bring about extensive litigation, and
if the government built the works, further development by the Upper
River would be prevented. In Carpenter's view, this was proven by the
government's Pathfinder Dam in Wyoming on the North Platte River.
What Carpenter wanted in a compact was a quid pro quo. Because
the upper basin states furnished "the greater part" of water used by all
seven states and Mexico, and because he was convinced that by national and international law they had a property right to this water, the
Lower Basin should guarantee a "freedom from attack" if the Upper
Basin was willing to assure the Lower Basin a reasonable limitation on
"wholly consumptive use." Carpenter insisted the Upper Basin would
stand firm on the principle that
"the construction of any works shall in no manner interfere with the
development of the territory of any of the Upper States, or the use of
the water therein, and said works shall not have any preferred right of
title to the use of water of said stream as against Upper States."64
62. Carpenter was as guilty of exaggeration as everyone else. He stated that Colorado was presently irrigating 1,515,000 acres and that 310,000 new acres located on
Colorado's East Slope would require 310,000 acre-feet of Colorado River water which

would be used consumptively. Furthermore, Carpenter said, Colorado could not
compromise this amount. Minutes, sixth and seventh meetings of the Colorado River

Compact Commission (Jan. 30, 1922) (on file in the Carpenter Papers, Hoover Library, supra note 1, Colorado River Commission).
63. Id.
64. Id.
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Carpenter believed that if the Upper Basin were guaranteed
proper protection in the form of non-interference for fifty to one
hundred years, it did not matter how many reservoirs were built in the
Lower Basin. "[W]e realize that development on the lower river is
imminent," he said, "and to a degree [we] are willing to forego demands that we might justly make in order to bring that about." 5
However, when commissioners failed to accept acreage or water
limitations as a basis for the compact, Hoover doubted they would ever
be able to agree on a "general single idea for a compact."6 6 He questioned the wisdom of calling another meeting, wondering whether the
commissioners might be "so hopelessly far apart that there [was] no
use in proceeding., 67 But Carpenter was not ready to quit.
We are here with a pretty sacred trust and it should not be treated
lightly. I really believe that in the months and weeks to come many
small matters of difference can be argued out ....[T] his to me has
been a very profitable conference and there is more nearly an approach to a common accord here than I... expected when I arrived
in Washington ....I think it would be the height of crime to the
people who sent us here to adjourn permanently now.
That said, the Washington meetings ended. Hoover agreed that the
commissioners should organize and attend public hearings in their respective states. Nevada's J. G. Scrugham offered to host a trip down
the Colorado River to the proposed Boulder Canyon dam site. All
agreed that the Commission's next meeting should take place in the
Southwest. Over the next few months, while hearings were being held
in Phoenix, Los Angeles, Salt Lake City, Grand Junction, Denver, and
Cheyenne, Carpenter devised a plan to divide the Colorado River on a
fifty-fifty basis. Thus was born the nucleus of the Colorado River
Compact, the "general single idea" on which Hoover thought the
Commissioners would never agree.
THE FLF1'Y-FLFTY IDEA
Carpenter has been given credit for originating the fifty-fifty
plan. In simplest terms, it called for a division of the Colorado River
at Lee's Ferry into two basins. The Upper Basin would include the

65. Id.
66. Id.
67. Id.
68. Id.
69. In a letter from Clarence C. Stetson, Secretary of the Colorado River Compact
Commission, to L. Ward Bannister (Dec. 12, 1922), Stetson wrote that the idea of dividing the Colorado River into two drainage basins belonged to Carpenter "or some
other person from Colorado who first gave the idea concrete form." On file in the
Carpenter Papers, Hoover Library, supra note 1, Box 11, Colorado River Commission
Records (Aug.-Dec. 1922), folder labeled "L. Ward Bannister"). This letter was found
and presented to the author by Professor Donald Pisani, University of Oklahoma.
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states of Wyoming, Colorado, Utah, and New Mexico. The Lower Basin would be represented by California, Arizona, and Nevada. Lee's
Ferry, located in Arizona just below the Pariah River, was situated
above the Grand Canyon. All of the water delivered to the Colorado
River by the Upper Basin entered the stream above Lee's Ferry. The
Canyon served as a natural separation point between the Upper and
Lower Basins. Carpenter's plan was to divide the river between the two
basins rather than among the seven states, apportioning half of the
flow to each basin, thus eliminating fights between the states over the
amount of water needed in the future for irrigated agriculture.
Moved by "considerations of interstate comity, 7 ° he had already
generated a similar plan in negotiations with Nebraska over the South
Platte River. On that stream, he had seen that irrigated agriculture
upstream was actually increasing the consistency of flow downstream
where the South Platte River crossed the Colorado border. Consequently, he separated the river into two segments, divided at the west
boundary of Washington County in Colorado. Nebraska would have
the right to divert water out of the lower section of the river for the
Perkins Canal, heading in Colorado, while Colorado would be able to
store water in the upper section for downstream delivery between April
and October. The agreement eliminated concern thatjunior rights on
the Cache la Poudre River would be called out by Nebraska at some future date. Furthermore, it ended the threat of litigation and encouraged new development to proceed with the assurance of title to water
in both states. In Carpenter's words, it was also significant as "probably
the first effort to use the treaty power of the states in the settlement
of
7
interstate controversies respecting the waters of western streams. '
With his efforts on the South Platte nearing success, Carpenter began working with R. I. Meeker's Colorado River hydrology data to devise a similar plan acceptable to the seven states. During the public
hearings, A. P. Davis, Director of the Reclamation Service, had already
suggested dividing the Colorado River into two segments. He favored
the San Juan River as the separation point. 72 But Davis, himself, knew
that Carpenter had a better fifty-fifty plan. 7' Like Carpenter, he also
knew that if commissioners tried to revive the Washington discussions
in which they had heatedly disputed dividing the river on an acre-foot
or irrigated acreage basis, they would indeed fail in their task. He was
therefore delighted with Carpenter's innovative proposal and hoped
70. South Platte River Compact, ch. 179, 1925 Colo. Sess. Laws 529 (codified at
COLO. REv. STAT.

§ 37-65-101 (1997)).

71. Memorandum, Delphus E. Carpenter (Jan. 7, 1925) in South Platte River Compact, Colorado Proceedings printed by G.A.S.P. ("Groundwater Appropriators of the
South Platte") (1989).
72. Minutes, Colorado River Compact Commission, Los Angeles, California (March
20, 1922) (on file in the Carpenter Papers, Hoover Library, supra note 1, Box 46,
Colorado River Commission, Executive Hearings).
73.

Letter from A.P. Davis, Director of the Reclamation Service, to Delphus E. Car-

penter (Oct. 24, 1922) (on file in the Carpenter Papers, NCWCD, supra note 1, Box
48, folder 16).
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that "something of this kind" would be presented at Santa Fe.
Hoover also gained confidence in Carpenter during the public
hearings and asked him to write up a draft compact based on the fiftyfifty idea. 4 Pleased to oblige, Carpenter sent Hoover his first attempt
at a Colorado River Compact based on a fifty-fifty division of the water
measured at Yuma, Arizona. In a long cover letter, he explained to
Hoover that this plan "provide [d] a permanent basis of allocation and
automatically takes care of all questions of tunnel diversions [to Colorado's East Slope], intrastate uses and regulations, local interstate controversies (present and future), extensions of the duty of water.., and
other vexing questions. 05 Additionally he noted that
[t]he [Colorado] river basin is similar to a natural hourglass .... [N] ature formed the two divisions. By conforming to these
natural divisions we arrive at a basis for permanent settlement of all
grounds of controversy. All water from the upper division naturally
passes Lee's Ferry. All waters not diverted through intermountain
tunnels or consumed by plant life and evaporation must inevitably arrive at the funnel mouth at Lee's Ferry .... By fixing a minimum av-

erage annual flow past Lee's Ferry the upper country is left to develop
as time, conditions and opportunities will permit. If the theory of
some be true, that one-half of all water diverted and applied to lands
automatically returns to the stream, the upper states could make a
first use of the entire flow of the river above Lee's Ferry and still deliver nearly the required minimum at that point ....
[A]ll human
factors and prejudices respecting the protection of an unlimited development within the States of origin are at once completely satisfied
and silenced by the method suggested. There need be no interference from below. There need be no contest of speed giving rise to
foolhardy rivalry to result in disaster and financial disappointment.
The upper country is left to its natural and normal development. 7

The Lower Basin would be assured a definite, perpetual minimum
average flow at Lee's Ferry. Any excess could be used for power and
then proceed to the sea. Dam and reservoir construction could begin
immediately with confidence that "a certain quantity of water would
always be available." The Mexican situation would be left entirely for
the future, knowing that "[w]hatever burden is placed upon the river
[will be] equally distributed and the lower country will obtain the
benefit of all power returns from the excess water passing Lee's Ferry
to satisfy one-half of the international burden."07 The benefits to be

gained from power generation would more than offset losses by evaporation between Lee's Ferry and Yuma and in the reservoirs to be con-

74. Letter from Delphus E. Carpenter to Clarence Stetson, Secretary of the Colorado River Compact Commission (July 7, 1922) (on file in the Carpenter Papers,
NCWCD, supra note 1, Box 48, folder 13).
75. Letter from Delphus E. Carpenter to Herbert Hoover (Aug. 25, 1922) (on file
in the Carpenter Papers, NCWCD, supra note 1, Box 20, folder 8).
76.
77.

Id.
Id.
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structed in the Lower Basin.78
Central to Carpenter's thinking was the belief that the Upper Basin
"could never use even an equitable part of the waters rising and flowing within the respective territory of each." "I have steadily refused to
fix any acreage limitation upon [Colorado's] development," he reasoned, "but have insisted that our [state's] maximum development will
never consume more than an equitable part of the water which arises
within our own border. 80 Fifty percent of the natural flow originating
in Colorado would be ample."
All of the commissioners had heard at one time or another that
the Colorado River had enough water to serve the present and future
needs of all seven states. Under Director Davis' leadership, the Reclamation Service produced a 326 page report entitled, 'Problems of the
Imperial Valley and Vicinity.'8 2 Based on that study, Davis told League
of the Southwest representatives that "the waters of the Colorado River
system always would be sufficient to supply all demands of both the
upper and the lower states if used within the drainage area of the
83 As
Colorado River system ....
Carpenter noted, Davis was considered "an ultraconservative in reclamation matters and his statement
carried great weight.""
For Carpenter it made no sense to restrict Upper Basin use of
Colorado River water because the natural conditions of the land along
the river automatically controlled its use. The canyons were too deep
and much of the land was unsuitable for irrigation. When Lower Basin
representatives challenged him on this, he responded that "we could
not take all the water if we might so wish [because] nature has so
shaped that country that while there are bound to be low and high
years... nevertheless we will never be able to wholly deplete the
river...."8 5 Moreover, Carpenter contended, even if the Upper Basin
could take all of the water, from forty to sixty percent of any diversion
in the Upper Basin returns to the river basin. 6 The basin is like a giant
sponge. The only water which would be one hundred percent consumptively used would be the transmountain diversions going through
tunnels to the East Slope.
78.

Id.

79. Minutes, sixth and seventh meetings of the Colorado River Compact Commis-

sion, Washington, D.C. (Jan. 30, 1922) (on file in the Carpenter Papers, NCWCD, su-

pra note 1, Box 7).
80. Letter from Delphus E. Carpenter to Charles E. Hall (Apr. 8, 1922) (on file in
the Carpenter Papers, NCWCD, supra note 1, Box 7).
81. Letter from Delphus E. Carpenter to Senator Lawrence C. Phipps (July 6, 1922)
(on file in the Carpenter Papers, NCWCD, supra note 1, Box 7).

82. FALL-DAVIS REPORT, S. Doc. No. 67-142, vol. II(2nd Sess. 1922).
83. Carpenter, supra note 52.
84. Id.

85. Minutes, eleventh meeting of the Colorado River Compact Commission, Santa
Fe, New Mexico (Nov. 11, 1922) (on file in the Carpenter Papers, Hoover Library, supra note 1, Colorado River Commission, Executive Hearings,).
86. Letter from Delphus E. Carpenter to Mrs. Bettie Olhausen (Aug. 9, 1923) (on
file in the Carpenter Papers, NCWCD, supra note 1, Box 1, folder 21).
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TRANSMOUNTAIN DIVERSION AND RIVER FLOW DATA
At the public hearings in Grand Junction on March, 1922, W. F. R.
Mills, General Manager of the Board of Water Commissioners for the
City and County of Denver, estimated that Denver's population would
increase from 275,000 to 500,000 "within the span of the present generation. 87 R. I. Meeker, Special Deputy State Engineer, testified that
there was no more water available from the South Platte River and that
the only available supplies for Denver would have to come to the East
Slope by way of tunnels near the headwaters of the Fraser, Blue, and
Williams Fork rivers. 8 He assured West Slope representatives, as well
as Lower Basin commissioners in attendance, that a study of possible
diversions from the Colorado River basin to the East Slope indicated a
feasibility of "less than 500,000 acre-feet per year, about 5% of the unused waters of the Western Slope and 3% of lower river flow at
Yuma." 9 Because of the pyramidal shape of mountains along the Continental Divide, the East Slope would be limited to the amount of water that could be brought through tunnels at an altitude of 9,000 feet
or higher. Any lower than that and tunnel length would increase exponentially. Meeker was therefore comfortable forecasting a maximum
transmountain diversion of 500,000 to 600,000 acre-feet from the
Colorado River for domestic and agricultural uses on the East Slope. 0
Carpenter agreed, although he saw "remarkable progress" being
made in tunnel construction which would make feasible projects which
seemed idle dreams a few years earlier. He noted that the Southern
California Edison Company had built a fourteen-mile tunnel "with a
bigger bore than the Laramie-Poudre Tunnel" to divert water for
power purposes alone. He predicted similar developments in northern Colorado, thus anticipating the Colorado-Big Thompson Project
of the 1930s.9 Although estimates of transmountain diversion capability varied from A. P. Davis' 255,000 acre-feet given in 1920 to Carpenter's 600,000 acre-feet in 1923,92 Upper Basin representatives remained convinced that Colorado's transmountain diversion
possibilities were limited by nature. The Lower Basin really did not
87. Minutes, Colorado River Compact Commission Hearings, Grand Junction,
Colorado (March 29, 1922) (Colorado State Archives, Denver, Colorado, Folder 21).
88. Id.
89. Colorado Data-Colorado River Basin (prepared March 25, 1922), Minutes, supra note 87.
90. As of May 1995, approximately 510,000 acre-feet were being delivered annually
out of the Colorado River to the Front Range, 380,000 acre-feet to the South Platte
River, and 130,000 acre-feet to other rivers. Letter from Eric Wilkinson, General
Manager, Northern Colorado Water Conservancy District to the author (May 21, 1995)
(on file with the author).
91. GREELEYTRIBUNE, Nov. 9,1923 (on file in the Carpenter Papers, NCWCD, supra
note 1).
92. An August 28, 1920 article in The Denver Post quoted A.P. Davis as stating that
future transmountain tunnel diversion could never exceed 1.5% of the water supply of
the Colorado River drainage and not more than 3% of the water supply of the rivers of
the western slope of Colorado. THE DENVER POST, Aug. 28, 1920 (on file in the Carpenter Papers, NCWCD, supra note 1).
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have to worry about the consumptive loss of a significant amount of
water out of the Colorado River basin. But Arizona and California
needed more assurance. At the Phoenix hearings, interested participants from these states expressed a general concern that transmountain diversions in the Upper Basin might be larger, resulting in a considerable loss of power revenue to the Lower Basin. In their view, this
was "the biggest question" before the Commission."3 Carpenter responded with characteristic patience in a letter to Arizona Commissioner W. S. Norviel.
No one is going to deny that California has a right to [divert the
Colorado River into the Imperial Valley and into the Salton Sea] even
though she furnishes no part of the water, so long as she does not unreasonably call upon the territorial waters of Arizona or the other
states in order to furnish her this water which she thus devours. If
[Colorado] could take from the drainage of the Colorado River a
greater or considerable part of its flow and by tunneling apply this
water upon territory from which no water would ever return to the
parent stream, we would be in all respects similar to the Imperial Valey use in so far as such diversions being wholly consumptive. But the
peculiar part of the whole situation is that we cannot take a considerable part of the water of the stream away from this drainage. For us
to wholly consume 5% of the water arising in Colorado ought not to
seem objectionable, yet 5% of the water arising in Colorado [about
600,000 acre-feet] would be ample to guarantee all possible 9tunneling for a half century, and, in my own judgment, in perpetuity. 4

Carpenter expressed appreciation for Arizona's concern, but the
amount of water Colorado could take out of the river was, in fact, "very
insignificant when compared with the tremendous volumes we annually turn down to the Lower River ....
[The whole subject] serves as
an illustration of how some small and insignificant matter may so inject itself into these proceedings as to defeat the general purpose."95 If
the Lower Basin so wished, he was willing to write into the Compact
that the Upper Basin "would never divert more than a given number
of acre-feet from the drainage area for use in the drainage area of
other streams, at least until further additional diversions were allowed

by future compact. ''

6

At the Phoenix
Davis had recommended this as a reasonable consideration:hearings,
500,000 acre-feet or more,

93. Comments of G.E.P. Smith, Irrigation Engineer and Professor at the University
of Arizona, and Lucius K. Chase, Chairman of the Reclamation and Power Committee
of the Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce (March 15-17, 1922), in Minutes, Phoenix
Public Hearings, Colorado River Compact Commission (on file in the Carpenter Papers, Hoover Library, supra note 1, Colorado River Commission, Executive Hearings).
94. Letter from Delphus E. Carpenter to W.S. Norviel, Commissioner from Arizona
(March 7, 1922) (on file in the Carpenter Papers, NCWCD, supra note 1, Box 5, folder
5).
95. Letter from Delphus E. Carpenter to R.E. Caldwell, Commissioner from Utah
(July 5, 1922) (on file in the Carpenter Papers, NCWCD, supra note 1, Box 48, folder
15). In this letter, Carpenter shared his thoughts regarding a first draft of the compact based on a fifty-fifty distribution of Colorado River water.
96. Id.
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because he recognized that uses outside the basin might be superior to
those inside the basin and because, compared to the Imperial Valley
situation, return flows would be available for additional uses when diverted to the East Slope.
Closely related to Lower Basin fears about transmountain diversions was the general apprehension in both basins regarding the actual
amount of water in the river. In his report to Governor Oliver Shoup
immediately following the Santa Fe meeting of the Colorado River
Commissioners, Carpenter credited R. I. Meeker, Colorado's Deputy
State Engineer, "whose comprehensive knowledge of the entire Colorado River basin commanded the attention of the Commission and facilitated its labors."9' Meeker estimated the Colorado River's average
annual water supply at 20.5 million acre-feet ("maf'). He logged total
consumption at 7 maf in 1921, leaving a surplus in the river of 13.5
maf. He calculated the Upper Basin water supply at 17.5 maf and the
Lower Basin's contribution at 3 maf and he estimated that the Upper
Basin's additional requirements to meet future needs would be 5 maf,
the Lower Basin's future requirements at 4 maf.99 Subtracting the total
future requirements in both basins of 9 maf from the then extant surplus of 13.5 maf, Meeker arrived at the conclusion that in 1922 the
Colorado River had a surplus of 4.5 maf.
Using these figures, Carpenter drafted a Colorado River Compact
on a fifty-fifty basis, allocating 7.5 maf to each basin plus an extra 1
maf to the Lower Basin, because the water in the Gila River (approximately 1 maf) had already been allocated. He concluded that the unreconstructed flow of the river passing Lee's Ferry was approximately
16 maf. The reconstructed flow was 12 maf (taking irrigation uses into
account) and even in drought years when the flow dropped to 10 maf
at Lee's Ferry there would be enough water to meet Lower Basin
needs."°

Carpenter had total confidence in Meeker, but as time passed, he
began reworking Meeker's figures. Several months before the Santa
Fe meeting he proposed a compact
based wholly upon the principle of the upper states guaranteeing to
the territory below Lee's Ferry an average annual flow sufficient,
when added to the average flow between Lee's Ferry and Yuma, to
make a delivery of an amount equivalent to one-half of the average

flow at Yuma computed from the twenty-year record at that point.

97. Minutes, supra note 93.
98. Letter from Delphus E. Carpenter to Oliver H. Shoup, Governor of Colorado
(Dec. 15, 1922) (on file in the Carpenter Papers, NCWCD, supra note 1, Box 1, folder

20).
99. Id. This amount would include 650,000 acre-feet of additional water for the
East Slope based on a per acre water duty of 1.3 acre-feet.
100. Minutes, fifteenth meeting of the Colorado River Compact Commission (Nov.
14, 1922) (on file in the Carpenter Papers, NCWCD, supra note 1, Box 7).
101. Letter from Delphus E. Carpenter to W.F. McClure, Commissioner from California (Sept. 28, 1922) (on file in the Carpenter Papers, NCWCD, supra note 1, Box
50, brown folder).
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The minimum flow Carpenter was willing to guarantee was now based
on a mean average annual flow of 17.4 maf at Yuma. Because A. P.
Davis had informed him that the Upper Basin produced on the average 86% of the water in the river,' or 14.9 maf passing Lee's Ferry
(note that this amount was lowered from previous estimates of 16
maf), Carpenter argued that if the Lower Basin was entitled to a 50%
split in the river, the upper basin states would have to guarantee no
more than 36% of the agreed average flow at Yuma, approximately
6.264 maf (36% x 17.4 maf).0 3 Article II of the draft compact which
Carpenter sent to Hoover and the commissioners in the summer of
1922 was essentially unchanged when everyone gathered at Santa Fe in
November. Paragraph 2 read in part:
The States of Colorado, New Mexico, Utah and Wyoming jointly and
severally agree with the remainder of the High Contracting Parties
that the diversions from the Colorado River and its tributaries and
the uses and consumption of water within the Upper Division shall
never reduce the mean or average annual flow of the Colorado River
at Lee's Ferry over any period of ten (10) consecutive years, below a
flow equivalent to thirty-six per cent [sic] (36%) of the agreed established average annual flow of the river at Yuma, Arizona, as defined in
paragraph one (1) of this Article, to wit, below a flow of six million
two hundred and sixty-four thousand (6, 264,000) acre-feet .... 104
Discussions of this article led to Carpenter's articulation of the Upper
Basin's obligation to Mexico, how the ten-year average would be calculated, how much time the Upper Basin needed to develop, and why
the Gila River had to be included in negotiations on the Colorado
River system.
UPPER BASIN OBLIGATIONS AND NEEDS
The "Mexican burden" was the subject of extensive debate, but because Hoover was concerned that some arguments presented in Santa
Fe might be used against the United States when the time came to
make a treaty with Mexico, he successfully suggested that all discussion
vis-a-vis Mexico be expunged from the record.'0 5 Still, it is apparent
102.

Letter from A.P. Davis, Director of the Reclamation Service, to Delphus E. Car-

penter (July 18, 1922) (on file in the Carpenter Papers, NCWCD, supra note 1, Box 5,

folder 10).
103. Delphus E. Carpenter, Colorado River Compact (Aug. 1922) (undated confidential, preliminary draft sent to Hoover and all other Commissioners) (on file in the
Carpenter Papers, NCWCD, supra note 1, Box 1, folder 1).

104. Minutes, eleventh meeting of the Colorado River Compact Commission, Santa

Fe, New Mexico (Nov. 11, 1922) (on file in the Carpenter Papers, Hoover Library, su-

pra note 1, Colorado River Commission).
105. Minutes, twenty-second meeting of the Colorado Commission, Santa Fe, New
Mexico (Nov. 22, 1922) (on file in the Carpenter Papers, Hoover Library, supra note 1,
Colorado River Commission). See also Memorandum from Northcutt Ely to Ray Lyman
Wilbur (March 29, 1947) (on file in the Carpenter Papers, Hoover Library, supra note
1, Post-Presidential Papers, Individuals File Series, Container 254, Ray Lyman Wilbur
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from extant documentation that Carpenter believed that Mexico
should be treated fairly and that so long as a surplus existed in the
river, the Lower Basin should be responsible for delivering the water
agreed to by treaty.
This was not his initial position. The draft compact sent out to
commissioners in August 1922 stated that
the duty and burden of supplying any waters from the flow of the
Colorado River within the United States of America to the Republic
of Mexico .. .in fulfillment of any obligation .. .by treaty between

the two nations, shall be equally apportioned between and equally
borne by the Upper Division and the Lower Division of the Colorado
106
River ....
This was the same position he defended in Santa Fe in November.
Nothing was said about surplus water. Half of the Mexican burden
would be contributed by each basin and the Lower Basin would make
up its contribution to Mexico from waters originating in its own geographical area and from waters passed through Lee's Ferry by the Upper Basin. The responsibility of making the actual delivery to Mexico,
according to the terms of the treaty, would fall to the Lower Basin.
As discussions advanced in Santa Fe regarding the quantity of water the Upper Basin could guarantee to the Lower Basin on an annual
basis, the subject of the Mexican burden resurfaced as a possible negotiating point. Carpenter made it clear that the Upper Basin could not
alone accept the responsibility of satisfying treaty obligations to Mexico.' ° As stated in the signed Compact, he finally persuaded the
Commission to agree that if "as a matter of international comity" the
United States were to recognize Mexico's right to any Colorado River
water, that burden would be satisfied from surplus waters.0 8 Should
this source prove insufficient, the burden would then be borne equally
by both basins.1 9
After the Compact was signed and after Los Angeles had announced its intention of building an aqueduct from the Colorado
River to the city, Carpenter criticized California's behavior. In 1926,
he argued that the Mexican burden "naturally [fell] upon the three
lower states" and that "one million acre-feet of water pumped over the
hill to Los Angeles is a serious burden upon the river in view of the fact
that any international burden must first be satisfied ....""
A few years later, Carpenter insisted that the Mexican burden was
Correspondence, 1946-1947).
106. Carpenter, supra note 103.

107. Minutes, seventeenth meeting of the Colorado River Compact Commission
(Nov. 15, 1922) (on file in the Carpenter Papers, Hoover Library, supra note 1, Colorado River Commission).

108.
109.
110.
1926)

Id.
Colorado River Compact, COLO. REV. STAT. § 37-61-101 (1997).
Letter from Delphus E. Carpenter to G.H. Dern, Governor of Utah (Nov. 6,
(on file in the Dern Papers, supra note 47).
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supposed to come entirely from the Lower Basin supply composed of
the 8.5 maf provided by the Upper Basin and the sources already existing below Lee's Ferry. "This is the plain meaning of the simple language of the [C]ompact," he wrote, "and any shifting of burdens or
agreements respecting sources of supply within the Lower Basin are
purely local to that Basin and in no wise affect the rights of the Upper
Basin under the Compact." In other words, the Gila River was not exempted from the Mexican Burden. " ' Additionally, Carpenter asserted
that
[i]t is interesting to note that the proposed gigantic aqueduct for
Southern California cities was not in contemplation at the time of the
[C]ompact negotiations and was not included in the Lower Basin
setup. In fact, the records show that [at the GrandJunction meeting]
California openly opposed all diversions from the watershed."'
The amount of water Carpenter was willing to assure the Lower Basin
for the Mexican Burden and other purposes gradually evolved from
his early opposition to annual minimum flow guarantees to a plan for
ten-year averaging.
The Lower Basin fought for a guaranteed minimum annual flow.
Arizona Commissioner W. S. Norviel urged Carpenter to accept a
commitment calling for delivery of 4.5 maf annually and a ten-year average of 82 maf or 4 maf with a five-year average of 41 maf," 3 but Carpenter squirmed over this proposal. After consultation with Meeker,
he told the commissioners:
Whenever [the] minimum is considered it must be realized, - and I
want to reiterate it, -

that the .

.

. necessity for a minimum results

from the penalty visited upon the source. It comes from a drought
that strikes at the root of agriculture in the upper section. The result

111. In 1929, Carpenter sent a memorandum to Governor William H. Adams of
Colorado titled, Disposition of the Waters of the Colorado River Under the Colorado
River Compact. In it, he stated that the states of the Lower Basin should enter into a
compact of their own in which there should be "provision for supplying the entire international burden, if, when and for the amount by treaty determined .... " He also
stated that "it should be remembered that the Lee Ferry guaranty of annual delivery
includes the Upper Basin contribution to and share of the international burden and
that if this contribution by the upper states is allocated between the lower states for
local uses, the international burden must then be applied from Lower Basin supplies."
Memorandum from Delphus E. Carpenter to Governor William H. Adams (May 1,
1929) (on file in the Adams Papers, Colorado State Archives, RCC #26829, CRC file
#35). In a 1934 telegram to Harold Ickes, Carpenter noted that the water of the Gila
River "plus the water of the main stream at Lee Ferry under Compact constitute [the]
water fund for [supplying] the international burden and [the] states of the lower
Colorado River basin." Telegram from Delphus E. Carpenter to Harold Ickes (Aug.
25, 1934) (on file in the Carpenter Papers, NCWCD, supra note 1, Box 50, folder 6).
112. Letter from Delphus E. Carpenter to Northcutt Ely (Dec. 5, 1930) (on file in
the Carpenter Papers, NCWCD, supra note 1, Box 52, folder 1).
113. Minutes, sixteenth and seventeenth meetings of the Colorado River Compact
Commission (Nov. 14-15, 1922) (on file in the Carpenter Papers, Hoover Library, supra note 1, Colorado River Commission).
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of that drought afflicting that section is what produces the reduction
in the stream. Therefore, the minimum should be of such a quantity
that the penalty of the drought will be equally distributed over the
whole river system.114

It would be unfair, he argued, to insist that the Upper Basin fix a
minimum that would apply to the Upper Basin during drought years.
The drought's impact should be allocated among the people of1 15the
entire basin, "much the same as we allocate the waters in fat years.,
Carpenter did not want a compact to which the states could not
reasonably adhere. "If you crowd us on the minimum," he said, "we
will have to have a protecting clause on precipitation, because we can't
control that. Nature will force us into a violation, any possibility of
which we should strenuously avoid in our compact, because that would
provoke turmoil and strife."" 6 The engineers had told him that it
would take at least fifty years of records to know what the probable future maximum and minimum flows of the river would be.
The "minimum" which Carpenter believed would be fair for both
'' 7
basins was an "aggregate minimum delivery in a ten-year period."
The annual flow, Carpenter explained, would rise and fall with the circumstances of precipitation, but over a ten-year period, using a running average, the Lower Basin would receive a guaranteed 75 maf.
Carpenter described the ten-year calculation as follows: "Suppose you
were on the twelfth year. You take that year and include the nine preceeding [sic] years .... Each year would have nine years behind it.

Any one year
along with nine preceeding [sic] years makes a ten-year
8
period.""
Norviel's objections to Carpenter's suggestion were based on a presumption that the Upper Basin might physically withhold all the water
from the Lower Basin in a lean year. In truth, Carpenter argued, the
Upper Basin could not take all the water from the river in any year because of the deep canyons and non-irrigable land surrounding much
of the river in the basin of origin. Furthermore, he argued, the Lower
Basin should encourage development in the Upper Basin, because experience had shown, to him at least, that the more development occurred in the upper reaches of a river, the more stable would be the
return flows downstream during drought years." 9
114. Minutes, fourteenth meeting of the Colorado River Compact Commission,
Santa Fe, New Mexico (Nov. 13, 1922) (on file in the Carpenter Papers, Hoover Library, supra note 1, Colorado River Commission).
115. Id.
116. Minutes, seventeenth meeting of the Colorado River Compact Commission,
Santa Fe, New Mexico (Nov. 14, 1922) (on file in the Carpenter Papers, Hoover Library, supra note 1, Colorado River Commission).
117. Minutes, supra note 100.
118. Minutes, twelfth meeting of the Colorado River Compact Commission, Santa
Fe, New Mexico (Nov. 12, 1922) (on file in the Carpenter Papers, Hoover Library, supra note 1, Colorado River Commission).
119. On several occasions, Carpenter noted that development by the Upper Basin
would ensure less erratic flows in the Colorado River. He was applying lessons learned
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Storage would go hand in hand with development, but he was in
agreement with the Court in Wyoming v. Colorado that it should be incumbent on each division to provide its own dams and reservoirs. 20 As
with the South Platte River, Carpenter had gained experience during
his travels on the Arkansas River in 1921 with the interstate streams
commissioner from Kansas. He had recognized that enlarged storage
facilities in Colorado would stabilize the Arkansas River, improve return flows for Kansas and enable Colorado to continue its growth and
development. As stated in his report to Governor Shoup, Carpenter
pointed out that
it is not only possible but may be probable that some general plan of
storage of water in Colorado for temporary relief of Kansas, may be
worked out without injury to the present or future development of
the Colorado area, such storage to be availed of until such time as the

increasing return waters across the interstate line relieve the situation.

The same logic applied to the Colorado River. The best possible safeguard for the Lower Basin, one that would assure them of the required
amount of water delivered at Lee's Ferry from year to year, would be
the immediate development of reservoir storage in the upper area.
To do it all at once [said Carpenter] might shock the stream flow at
first, and probably the word 'immediate' is too drastic, but the early

development of that upper area, the withholding of the water at the
source, the releasing of these waters gradually in the very season
when the return flows and waste runoff would turn back to the stream
their various excess, would supply the stream below. If you presuppose an adjustment upon reservoir construction below... you should
presuppose reservoir construction above, so that the reservoir construction below may work in coordination with that above.'

Central to Carpenter's desire to protect the Upper Basin was his conviction that reservoir development, full economic prosperity, and the
Upper Basin's ability to utilize its allotment of 7.5 maf per year would
depend on a Compact that recognized the importance of time. He
knew that the Upper Basin needed a lot of time to grow. He wanted to
give the Lower Basin "absolute free unbridled" rights to build their
works in return for a "declaration of non-interference with the development over the next 50-100 years of the upper territory."'22 When the
on the South Platte River. See Minutes, thirteenth meeting of the Colorado River
Compact Commission, Santa Fe, New Mexico (Nov. 13, 1922) (on file in the Carpenter Papers, Hoover Library, supra note 1, Colorado River Commission).
120. Minutes, supra note 100.
121. Letter from Delphus E. Carpenter to Oliver H. Shoup, Governor of Colorado,
and Victor E. Keyes, Attorney General (Aug. 21, 1922) (on file in the Colorado State
Archives, Colorado Governor Appointments and Applications, Arkansas River Compact Commission, RCC #8801).
122. Minutes, supra note 118.
123. Minutes, sixth meeting of the Colorado River Compact Commission, Washing-
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Wyoming v. Colorado decision was announced, he felt even greater urgency for a time limit in the Compact that would protect the Upper
Basin.
Now, the doors are thrown wide open and Wyoming, Colorado, Utah,
and New Mexico are facing the situation that they must use every
means within their power to prevent the construction of any enormous works upon the lower Colorado River until the right of the upper states to use such water as they need in the future has been assured to them by interstate treaty.

A. P. Davis supported him, but he did not want the Compact to tie up
the seven states for more than fifty years. At the end of this period, he
counseled, a new allocation should be made "which would still protect
the development in the Upper Basin, so long as it did not interfere
with 12the
development that had already taken place in the Lower Ba5
sin.

,

In theory, Carpenter agreed with Davis. Their principal difference
was over the length of time the Upper Basin would need.
The time limit must be so broad [said Carpenter] and so long that it
will not force any unnecessary development in any section in order to
keep pace, and if that is provided, and adequate time is given, then
the Compact might run for a certain term of years, and continue
thereafter until a call for revision should be made by a majority of the
states ....
I see no objection to a time limit, but that time limit
should not be short. 126

During testimony before the Senate Committee on Irrigation and Reclamation in October 1925, Carpenter increased his estimate of the
time needed to 150 years and when Senator Hiram Johnson asked him
if that estimate might reach 200 years, he responded that it would depend, on
"the press of population and the improvement of transporta7
12
tion.
The Upper Basin also needed assurance that lower basin states understood that the Gila River was included as part of the Colorado River
system and was subject to the terms of the Compact. Many Arizonans
believed that the Gila River belonged exclusively to Arizonans and
should be exempt from the Compact, but Carpenter pointed out that
Colorado could use the same reasoning to exempt the San Juan,
8 FortuDolores, White, Yampa, and Grand rivers from the Compact.Y1
ton, D.C. (Jan. 30, 1922) (on file in the Carpenter Papers, NCWCD, supra note 1, Box

7).
124. THE DENVER POST, July 18, 1922 (on file in the Carpenter Papers, NCWCD, supra note 1).
125. Minutes, supra note 72.
126. Minutes, supra note 114.
127. ColoradoRiver Basin: Hearings Pursuantto S. Res. 320 Before the Comm. On Irrigation
and Reclamation,69th Cong. 706 (1925).
128. Letter from Delphus E. Carpenter to A.T. Kilcrease (Jan. 5, 1924) (on file in
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nately, Arizona Senator Carl Hayden agreed with Carpenter. Although
very suspicious at first, Hayden came to the conclusion that the Compact could not possibly interfere with Arizona's utilization of the Gila
River, while Arizona's ratification of the Compact would be a positive
9
step in getting the government to build useful storage reservoirs.
Unable to influence a majority of the state's legislators, however,
Hayden had to admit defeat; Carpenter continued to press his case
long after the Compact went into effect in 1929. In consideration of a
tentative contract between Arizona, California, and the Department of
the Interior in 1935, Carpenter noted that all rights of Arizona were
subject to the Compact and that "[t]he Compact include[d] the Gila
River as part of the Colorado River system and provide[d] for further
allocation of the surplus waters by Article III.'"' He was sympathetic to
Arizona's needs on most occasions, as will be seen in the following section, but he was insistent that the Gila River not be excluded from the
Colorado River Compact.
THE POWER ISSUE
Carpenter's views about power distribution originated from the
same philosophical base as those he held respecting the equitable distribution of water of interstate streams. He believed that water for
power should be subservient to agricultural and domestic uses; that
power rights should not attach to any surplus, unappropriated waters
in the river; 3 ' that the states owned the bed and channel of the Colorado River lying below high water line and should, therefore, have
some say in how power was to be distributed once works were constructed;132 that the federal government should respond to the wishes
of all the states and not just to the demands of California;33 and that
the success of "this great regional enterprise" [hydropower on the
the Carpenter Papers, NCWCD, supra note 1, Box 44, folder 6.2).
129. Letter from Carl Hayden, Senator from Arizona, to Delphus E. Carpenter (June
22, 1923) (on file in the Carpenter Papers, NCWCD, supra note 1, Box 44, folder 6.1).
Senator Hayden enclosed a speech he gave to residents of Casa Grande supporting the
Compact.
130. Letter from Delphus E. Carpenter to Shrader P. Howell, Colorado Assistant Attorney General (March 13, 1935) (on file in the Carpenter Papers, NCWCD, supra
note 1, Box 18, folder 7).
131. Minutes, twenty-third meeting of the Colorado River Compact Commission,
Santa Fe, New Mexico (Nov. 22, 1922) (on file in the Carpenter Papers, Hoover Library, supra note 1, Colorado River Commission).
132. Letter from Delphus E. Carpenter toJ.G. Scrugham (July 23, 1921) (on file in
the Colorado State Archives, Department of Natural Resources, Colorado River Commission, RCC #20559, folder #6).

133. Letter from Delphus E. Carpenter toJohn A. Whiting, Wyoming State Engineer
(May 9, 1930) (on file in the Wyoming State Archives, Colorado River Compact Commission, 1930 Correspondence File, State Engineer Records, RG #0037, Box 1). Carpenter was upset that Secretary of the Interior Ray Lyman Wilbur, a Californian, had
shown favoritism in allocating Boulder Dam power contracts to a California institution
still in its formative stages (Metropolitan Water District). "But why comment," he said.
"The king can do no wrong."
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Colorado River] would depend on "either voluntary allocation of
power benefits by interstate agreement or an equal allocation of benefits if made by the United States without consent of all three states
[Nevada, Arizona, California] in advance of a division of water.''34 Any
consideration of power allocation without the consent of the states
where power would be generated, said Carpenter, "is almost certain to
invite litigation and resort to measures in self defense.' 5
As with the construction of dams and reservoirs on the river, the
sine qua non of an enduring power settlement was the signing of a
compact between the states before power contracts were allocated. The
James B. Girand application to the Federal Power Commission ("FPC")
to build the Diamond Creek power plant below Grand Canyon presented Carpenter with a thorny problem. A preliminary permit had
been issued to Girand in June, 1921. Within a year, he claimed to have
done $100,000 worth of work in anticipation of a final permit.3 6 Notwithstanding Arizona's failure to ratify the Compact, Girand insisted
that the FPC provide him with a license to build. He planned to construct a masonry dam 465 feet high, 920 feet long just above the mouth
of Diamond Creek, along with a power plant that would generate
"200,000 water wheel horsepower."' Even though he stated his willingness to operate his plant subject to the terms of the Colorado River
Compact, the upper states objected based on their conclusion that a
storage dam would increase usage on the lower river leading to priority
claims against the Upper Basin.
Ultimately, the FPC denied the
permit, but Girand continued to submit the application.
Carpenter believed that the pending status of the Girand application, as well as twenty-three others which had been submitted to the
FPC by the end of 1925,139 was heating up the conflict in states which
had not yet ratified the Compact. Awarding a permit to Girand, he
contended, would work against the spirit of the Compact. The Upper
Basin felt no hostility towards Arizona, he maintained, but the rights of
all seven Colorado River basin states would be undermined by the
awarding of a license prior to the signing of a compact. Because the
Girand application was proposed for the use of water, not the occupancy of the land, a license from the FPC would be "an encroachment

134. Letter from Delphus E. Carpenter to Ray Lyman Wilbur, Secretary of the Interior (April 1, 1930) (on file in the Wyoming State Archives, Colorado River Compact
Commission, 1930 Correspondence File, State Engineer Records, RG #0037, Box 1).
135. Id.
136. Letter from D.C, Merrill, Executive Secretary of the Federal Power Commission, to Herbert Hoover (March 3, 1922) (on file in the Colorado State Archives, Department of Natural Resources, Colorado River Commission, RCC #20059, folder #1).
137. Letter from M.C. Hinderlider to Governor Clarence Morley (Nov. 22, 1925)
(on file in the Morley Papers, Colorado State Archives, RCC #26814).
138. Id. See also Letter from Delphus E. Carpenter to Karl C. Schuyler (April 12,
1926) (on file in the Carpenter Papers, Hoover Library, supra note 1, Colorado RiverCommission Correspondence, 1925-1926 (April-June)).
139. S.J. Res. 4, 69th Cong. (1925) (Carpenter Papers, NCWCD, supra note 1, Box

7).
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of federal authority upon state jurisdiction."'4 ° No license should be
issued, Carpenter concluded, until interstate relations were settled.
His commitment to this theme had a notable effect in 1930 when
the Secretary of Interior put out a six-page press release announcing
that an agreement had been reached on the allocation of power at
Boulder Dam. Immediately, Carpenter drew up a memorandum for
the FPC listing the conditions which needed to be included in power
permits and licenses. It stated that permittees would have to recognize
the controlling nature of the Colorado River Compact and "any other
compact or agreement respecting such waters hereafter entered into
by the State or States in which such project is located . . ."'
'.

Secretary

Wilbur replied to Carpenter that his suggestions had been given ample
consideration, that it was the opinion of the FPC that the permits
could reflect his concerns by stating that they were "'subject to all the
terms and conditions of the Federal Water Power Act and of the act of
December 21, 1928, known as the Boulder Canyon Project Act."' "This
language would seem to cover the purpose of your clause," wrote
Wilbur, "and would not leave room for question 4as2 to whether any
other requirement of the act had been overlooked.'
A few months later, Carpenter received word from the FPC that a
different clause would be inserted in all future permits making them
specifically dependent on the Colorado River Compact. He expressed
his appreciation for this concession and stated that after consultation
with commissioners from the other states, he could say that he approved the FPC's course on this matter. 4 3 While he had wanted the
FPC to incorporate an additional statement expressly subjecting the
rights of permitees or licensees to future compacts, he decided not to
press his request in that regard, observing that the Colorado River
Compact adequately provided for such future compacts.
THE RATIFICATION ISSUE
The controversy over power contracts and the authority of interstate stream compacts led to a decision by six of the seven basin states
to revise their ratification of the Colorado River Compact for the pur-

140. Undated typed manuscript (Delphus E. Carpenter's authorship is assumed)
explaining why Arizona should not be allowed to build works at Diamond Creek (on
file in the Carpenter Papers, NCWCD, supra note 1, Box 28).
141. Memorandum from Delphus E. Carpenter (1930) (on file in the Colorado
State Archives, Adams Papers, RCC #26833, folder CRC).
142. Letter from Ray Lyman Wilbur, Secretary of the Interior, to Delphus E. Carpenter (June 27, 1930) (on file in the Wyoming State Archives, State Engineer Papers, RG
0037, Colorado River Commission, 1930 Correspondence File). Four months later,
Carpenter was told that permits would include a statement specifically noting their
subjection to and control by the Colorado River Compact. See Letter from M.C. Tyler,
Chief Engineer Federal Power Commission, to Delphus E. Carpenter (Oct. 1, 1930)
(on file in the New Mexico State Archives, Wilson Papers, supra note 45).
143. Letter from Delphus E. Carpenter to the Federal Power Commission (Oct. 16,
1930) (on file in the New Mexico State Archives, Wilson Papers, supra note 45).
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pose of making it operational without the participation of Arizona. As
with so many decisions related to the Compact, the primary force behind this move came from Carpenter. Although he became tentative
in his advocacy of this plan, the idea was his and acceptance by other
states followed his leadership.
Hoover credited Carpenter with the authorship of the six-state
plan. He agreed with Carpenter that it would do no harm to Arizona
while allowing California and Nevada to take comfort from the beginning of federally constructed works on the river.1" The six-state plan,
Carpenter reasoned, was necessitated
by reason of the adverse attitude of the Federal Power Commission,
as then constituted, requiring that something immediately be done to
avoid the issuing of permits for hostile appropriations and it was only
suggested by reason of the fact that the United States had retained title and control over a half-mile strip along the Colorado River in Arizona, thereby to have some (although not complete) protection
against plants which might be constructed in that region after the
United States had approved the [C]ompact .... In other words, it

was an emergency measure having a large degree (though not complete) [o1 5 protection and grew out of the necessities of a pressing
situation.

Carpenter believed that two of the three members of the FPC (Secretary of War, John W. Weeks, and Secretary of Agriculture, Henry C.
Wallace) favored granting permits for the construction of large power
works along the lower Colorado River. They saw no reason to await
ratification of the Compact, believing instead that "Arizona's delay indicated that the Compact would never be ratified and, therefore, the
Federal Power Commission would be at liberty to proceed without
awaiting further ratification by the states.' 46
Carpenter was also concerned about events in Arizona, although
he consistently stated his belief that Arizona would ratify the Compact
if left alone to do so. Arizona Governor George W. P. Hunt had been
elected to a second term in the fall of 1924. Hunt was an outspoken
opponent of the Compact and had "insisted that the Compact should
not be in effect until the three lower states had entered into a separate
agreement among themselves, requesting the use of the water allo147
cated to those states in block by the Colorado River Compact."
Hunt's opposition and the apparent lack of pro-Compact leadership

144. Telegram from Herbert Hoover to Delphus E. Carpenter (Jan. 23, 1925) (on
file in the Carpenter Papers, NCWCD, supra note 1, Box 37, brown folder).
145. Letter from Delphus E. Carpenter to Charles E. Winter (1927) (on file in the
Carpenter Papers, Hoover Library, supra note 1, Colorado River Commission Correspondence (April-Dec. 1927)).
146. Letter from Delphus E. Carpenter to Charles Springer (Jan. 20, 1927) (on file
in the Carpenter Papers, NCWCD, supra note 1, Box 52, folder 10).
147. Letter from Delphus E. Carpenter to Karl C. Schuyler (April 12, 1926) (on file
in the Carpenter Papers, Hoover Library, supra note 1, Colorado River Commission
Correspondence 1925-1926 (April-June)).
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in Arizona prompted Carpenter to suggest to Hoover and others that
"it might be well for the six states, which had already ratified, to take
legislative action, making the Compact effective when ratified by six or
more [states], thereby leaving the field open to Arizona to enter at her
leisure.""' 8
As historian Norris Hundley, Jr. has concluded, "[t]he state of
Colorado took the lead in trying to find a solution to the problem."' 4 9
Governor William E. Sweet authorized an investigation into the possibility of suing Arizona in the Supreme Court. Fred S. Caldwell, Colorado's Assistant Attorney General, enthusiastically endorsed this approach. With the assistance of Denver's own L. Ward Bannister, a man
who frequently controverted Carpenter's plans and policies, he
planned to file suit with Colorado as the lead plaintiff.'5 Carpenter
bristled. He felt that Arizona had acted neither for nor against the
Compact. That state, he claimed, was entitled to ample time to make
her own decisions. The very object of the Compact, he told Sweet, was
to avoid litigation. Caldwell was a "crusader," never satisfied unless he
was involved in a quarrel5 and someone "who has made a failure of everything he undertook.' '

Sweet accepted Carpenter's judgment and abandoned the plan for
litigation. None of the other states in the Upper Basin wanted to renegotiate the Compact. They agreed with Carpenter that
if... the [C]ompact were agreed to as binding upon the United
States and the six states which have already ratified, it would in large
measure serve the desired purposes, particularly in view of the fact
that the
entire cafion in Arizona is one great Federal Power Re152
serve.

With Hoover's approval, Carpenter drew up the draft of a six-state
compact and then, following Hoover's suggestion, he 53made plans to
discuss it personally with leaders in the other five states.
The bill which Carpenter crafted waived the provisions of the first
paragraph of the Compact's Article X, calling on the six states to ratify
the Compact again without Arizona's participation. Once approved by
six state legislatures and Congress, the Compact would be in effect.
Dam construction on the Colorado River could begin immediately.
Arizona could develop the Gila River to its fullest extent. When more
water was needed by Arizona, Carpenter surmised, Arizona could

148. Letter from Delphus E. Carpenter to Reuel L. Olson (July 30, 1925) (on file in
the Carpenter Papers, NCWCD, supra note 1, Box 7).
149. NoRms HUNDLEY, JR., WATER AND THE WEST 253 (1975).
150. Memorandum from Delphus E. Carpenter to Herbert Hoover (undated memorandum, on file in the New Mexico State Archives, A.T. Hannett Papers).

151. Id.
152. HUNDLEY, supra note 149, at 254.
153. Delphus E. Carpenter, Carpenter Diary (Dec. 6, 1924) (on file in the Carpenter
Papers, NCWCD, supra note 1).
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come in [to the Compact] or sue."15 4
On Carpenter's trip to garner support for the six-state plan, he
won immediate assurances of cooperation from Nevada and Utah, expressions of agreement from New Mexico, and prompt approval from
his own Colorado State Assembly. Wyoming showed some reluctance,
voicing concern about ratifying a compact to which Arizona would not
be a party, but officials soon agreed with Carpenter that there was no
practical alternative. By mid-March 1925, all of the upper states and
Nevada had approved the six-state arrangement, leaving California the
only state unwilling to ratify9.'
Californians Phil Swing, Mark Rose, and their supporters took advantage of the six-state proposal "to agitate once more for a reservation [in the Compact] for a high dam. 56 This time they had considerable political support, including that of California's Colorado River
Commissioner, W. F. McClure. When the state legislature reviewed
Carpenter's proposal, it approved his draft bill but added on amendments stating that it would not be binding on California unless the
President certified that Congress would also authorize construction of
a dam at or below Boulder Canyon.
Carpenter was apoplectic. California's renewed insistence on dam
construction prior to the signing of a compact undermined everything
he had been working for on the Colorado River. At a conference of
Upper Basin states in Denver, a resolution was unanimously passed
stating that any new development on the river would be opposed until
a compact in some form was signed.'57 To Carpenter, California was
playing "the baby act." The state had "turned yellow and backed out of
[the Compact] deal. Of the two states, Arizona [was] the more to be
admired, judged from the standpoint of action taken." He believed
that if California ceased its "childish tactics," Arizona would someday
recognize the need to ratify that document.'5 8
But California was only part of the problem. Utah's legislature repealed its approval of the six-state compact early in January 1927.
California Governor George Dern explained that his state did not feel
protected from Arizona. That state along with California had vast
acres of non-irrigated fertile land, he pointed out, and would be under no constraint to take Colorado River water with the objective of establishing a priority right. Dern also worried about Mexico. A dam at
Boulder Canyon without another dam below it to regulate the water
released for irrigation would be harmful to both basins unless a treaty
were first signed between upper states and lower states. Any attempt to

154. Letter from Delphus E. Carpenter to Herbert Hoover (Nov. 12, 1924) (on file
in the Carpenter Papers, NCWCD, supra note 1, Box 28, folder 10).
155. HUNDLEY, supra note 149, at 254-55. See also Letter from Deiphus E. Carpenter
to Herbert Hoover (Feb. 7, 1925) (on file in the Carpenter Papers, NCWCD, supra
note 1, Box 80).
156.

HUNDLE,,supra note 149, at 255-56.

157. Id. at 257.
158. Letter, supra note 147.
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build Boulder Dam without a seven-state compact, Dern warned,
would result in "tremendous59 interstate litigation [which] would possibly last ten to fifteen years.'

Dern also noted that Utah was hoping to establish control over the
bed of the Colorado River, not only to have jurisdiction over potentially significant power sites but to protect the value of the riverbed as
an oil producing area. If the river were declared navigable (something
denied by the Compact), Utah would not have to worry about losing
control of these resources to the federal government.
Once again, the issue of state sovereignty loomed as a major point
in Compact discussions and in the ratification process. While Californians insisted on the need to have authorization for a dam approved in
the form of a Swing-Johnson Bill before they would sign any form of
compact, the Upper Basin became increasingly hostile towards the
Swing-Johnson Bill, believing that it should be opposed until protection was provided in a signed compact. In Dern's view, the controversy
"raging over the Colorado River [was] essentially between a nationalistic viewpoint and a state viewpoint." We of the West, he stated, "are
getting sick and tired of the doctrine that everything in our states that
is worth anything belongs to Uncle Sam."'
Carpenter concurred. He lamented the fact that Arizona and California could not compose their differences, but he recognized that
with Utah's departure from the six-state plan, the Upper Basin had to
insist that the Lower Basin ratify the Compact "before we dare let them
proceed with any major improvement upon the river out of which any
adverse claims might follow." 6 With California proposing for the sake
of expediency that the Reclamation Service had authority over the
Colorado River and could build wherever it wanted regardless of the
will of the states, Carpenter believed that the Upper Basin had to present a united front in regard to state sovereignty and in opposition to
any federal construction "prior to the complete ratification of the
62
Colorado River Compact by the seven states and the United States.'
In saying this, Carpenter was indicating that he had begun to back
away from his own six-state plan, applying his energies increasingly to
defeat of the Swing-Johnson Bill. Testifying before the House Committee on Irrigation and Reclamation, and speaking in behalf of the
four upper basin states, Carpenter reiterated his insistence that the
Upper Basin required ratification of the Colorado River Compact as a
prerequisite to construction of works on any part of the river. Sevenstate ratification, he now argued, would be preferable, because it
would provide "protection against a repetition of long years of
unfortunate bureaucratic oppression and interstate strife, aggravated
159. Utah Governor George Dern, Speech in Colorado Springs, Colorado (Dec.
1926) (Carpenter Papers, NCWCD, supra note 1, Box 28, folder 9).
160. Id.
161. Letter from Delphus E. Carpenter to Charles E. Winter (May 14, 1927) (on file
in the Carpenter Papers, Hoover Library, supra note 1, Colorado River Commission,
Correspondence (April-Dec. 1927)).
162. Id.
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bureaucratic oppression and interstate strife, aggravated and encouraged by governmental agencies acting through individuals inspired by
ambition to substitute federal control for state authority over a subject
matter properly within the jurisdiction of the states." 63
Carpenter was perfectly willing to accept California's need for
flood control and the building of a dam on the river so long as "adequate measures [were] taken to protect [Upper Basin] interests by
ratification of the Colorado River Compact by the state of California
and the United States prior to any overt act upon which adverse claims
might later be predicated."1 6 The Upper Basin would assume this attitude, Carpenter concluded, from a humanitarian standpoint, "not because we believe it to be the best course. ,,165
Phil Swing was disappointed in Carpenter whose statement and
telegrams to the Committee, Swing wrote, "caused us worry and uneasiness ....You should not put any further obstacles in our way ....
[Y]ou should assist us in getting this bill through, as it is the only way
you are ever going to get your Colorado River Compact ratified." Carpenter's sympathy for Arizona, Swing continued, was misplaced and
unproductive. "Speaking frankly," Swing stated, "your telegram simply
insures Arizona continuing to assume the attitude of cock of the walk
or dog in the manger - an unreasonable attitude which has prevented and is preventing an agreement.'16
But Carpenter was unfazed by Swing's comments. California's determination to force construction on the river prior to making peace
with Arizona and prior to signing a Compact without reservations so
offended him that he rededicated himself to defeat of the Swing-Johnson Bill, politically moving against sentiment which was then building
in Congress to pass this legislation in some form.
Carpenter's tactic was to reemphasize the protection factor that
would be available to the Upper Basin only in a seven-state compact.
Shortly after hearing from Senator Swing, Carpenter admitted that the
Upper Basin had "never been satisfied with the six-state proceeding
but simply consented to it as the lesser of two evils," that is, having no
Compact at all or a Compact that allowed for minimal protection from
Arizona. Following Utah's repeal of the six-state compact, the Upper
Basin had to change its tactics, respecting Utah's sovereign right to
proceed according to its own needs and following the only course
which would fully honor the principles agreed to in Santa Fe in 1922: a
seven-state compact. To proceed on a five-state basis without Utah,
Carpenter noted, "would be ridiculous and to assume that we are not
to take Utah seriously and to proceed on the theory of an ultimate six163. Upper Colorado River States: Hearings on Swing-Johnson Bill Before the House Comm.
On Irrigation and Reclamation, (1926) (statement of Delphus E. Carpenter) (Carpenter
Papers, NCWCD, supra note 1, Box 81, folder 1).
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165.
166.
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Id.
Id.
Letter from Phil D. Swing, Senator from California, to Delphus E. Carpenter
27, 1926) (on file in the Carpenter Papers, NCWCD, supra note 1, Box 7).
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state basis is not only insulting to Utah but amounts to deluding ourselves.""'
By the end of 1927, Carpenter was urging Colorado's congressional delegation to stand firm on a seven-state compact. He told
Hoover that the Upper Basin was prepared to insist on seven-state ratification regardless of California's plea for immediate approval of the
Swing-Johnson Bill.'6
Colorado Senator Lawrence Phipps joined others in urging Carpenter to show more flexibility, but Carpenter stiffened his back.
While the Senate Committee on Irrigation and Reclamation worked
feverishly to come up with a compromise acceptable to the Upper Basin, Carpenter remained stubborn, telling Phipps that "ratification [of
the] Compact by seven states and Congress alone [could] provide
complete protection [for the] upper states ....

Even six-state ratifica-

tion [would] leave [the] upper states exposed [to] adverse claims [by]

Arizona.' ' 169 The Colorado River Compact "was drawn upon the theory

of seven-state ratification and without such ratification," said Carpenter, "it becomes a misfit unless cured by both state and congressional
legislation.' 70
Even after the Swing-Johnson Bill passed Congress as the Boulder
Canyon Project Act, signed by President Calvin Coolidge on December
21, 1928, Carpenter was still expressing his opposition to the six-state
concept. The Act stated that if seven-state ratification was not obtained in six months, the six-state option could be invoked. When
Coolidge signed the bill, only four states had endorsed both the sixand seven-state compacts without reservations. Less than three
months after the President signed, both Utah and California ratified
the six-state plan. As a parting shot at California, Carpenter submitted
a bill to the Colorado State Assembly designed to withdraw Colorado
from its six-state ratification. In a letter to L. Ward Bannister,
Carpenter stated that he had drawn the bill at the request of Colorado
Senator Waterman, but would not support it when it came up for
discussion. 7 '
In many ways, Carpenter was giving vent to his
frustrations.
167.

Letter from Delphus E. Carpenter to Charles B. Timberlake (Feb. 16, 1927)

(on file in the Carpenter Papers, Hoover Library, supra note 1, Colorado River Commission, Correspondence (Jan.-March 1927)).
168. Letter from Delphus E. Carpenter to Herbert Hoover (Dec. 31, 1927) (on file
in the Carpenter Papers, NCWCD, supra note 1, Box 79, Hoover Letters). See also

17, 1927 (on file in the Carpenter Papers, NCWCD, supra note
1).
169. Telegram from Delphus E. Carpenter to Lawrence C. Phipps, Senator from
Colorado (Dec. 31, 1927) (on file in the Carpenter Papers, NCWCD, supra note 1,Box
37, folder 10).
170. Letter from Delphus E. Carpenter to Judge S. Harrison White (April 13, 1928)
(on file in the Carpenter Papers, NCWCD, supra note 1, Box 37, folder 10).
171. Letter from L. Ward Bannister to Senator Lawrence C. Phipps (Jan. 19, 1929)
(on file in the New Mexico State Archives, Wilson Papers, supra note 45); Letter from
L. Ward Bannister to Francis C. Wilson (Jan. 17, 1929) (on file in the New Mexico
State Archives, Wilson Papers, supra note 45). Bannister surmised that Carpenter
might have agreed to submit the bill for the effect that it might have on California.
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On June 25, 1929, newly elected President Herbert Hoover, "after
waiting the six months required by the Boulder Canyon Project Act,
issued a proclamation declaring the act effective. 172 Carpenter's principal task was to interpret the meaning and intent of what had now become law.
THE MEANING AND INTENT
Immediately after the Compact had become the law of the Colorado River, Carpenter was involved in answering questions regarding
the meaning of the agreement generally and the intent of specific articles. These explanations began less than a month after the Compact
was signed in Santa Fe. They continued well into the 1930s at a time
when Carpenter was bedridden from the effects of Parkinson's disease.
"Broadly speaking," he stated in 1922, "from a Colorado viewpoint
the [C] ompact perpetually sets apart and withholds for the benefit of
Colorado a preferred right to utilize the waters of the river within this
State to the extent of our present and future necessities. '
It protected Colorado's development against adverse claims resulting from
construction of works on the lower river. It removed "all excuses for
embargoes upon our future development and leaves us free to develop
out territory in the manner and at the times our necessities may require.' 74 The "intent of the [C]ompact," he stated, could only be understood by considering "the entire instrument" with each clause being viewed in connection with the other clauses.
As with the South Platte River Compact, which Carpenter had been
working on since 1916, the Colorado River Compact was viewed by
Carpenter as a treaty that heralded "the triumph of interstate diplomacy and local autonomy over interstate warfare (litigation) and over
ultimate subjugation to perpetual federal supervision .

,,76

Hun-

dreds of potential suits between users would be prevented by signing
the Compact while "the fullest possible comity and cooperation" would
provide peace and security to farm, city, and other inhabitants.'77 Until
it was time to further apportion surplus water (after October 1, 1963,
according to the Compact), Carpenter said, the Compact would control and would be "the law of the land as to all rights that may vest
within each division upon the river . . . .,,T It fixed a "permanent
172. HUNDLEY, supra note 149, at 281.
173. Memorandum from Delphus E. Carpenter to Governor Oliver H. Shoup (on
file in the Carpenter Papers, NCWCD, supra note 1, Colorado River Compact, Box 1,
folder 20). See also Delphus E. Carpenter, Supplemental Report of Delphus E. Carpenter, Commissioner for Colorado, Colorado River Commission (Dec. 15, 1922) (Carpenter Papers, NCWCD, supra note 1, Box 56, folder 5).
174. Id.
175. Id.
176. Telegram from Delphus E. Carpenter to M.C. Hinderlider (Feb. 25, 1926) (on
file in the Carpenter Papers, NCWCD, supra note 1, Box 6, folder 5).

177. Id.
178. Letter from Delphus E. Carpenter to Herbert Hoover (Nov. 16, 1922) (on file
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status" on the river with respect to future developments so that meritorious projects could proceed "with that degree of certainty essential to
sound investment. ,17T
The general aim of the Colorado River Compact, Carpenter concluded, was to protect "primarily people who [were] yet to be
born .... " The difficulties of the present, Carpenter told Congress in
1925, "sink into insignificance compared with the problems which
[would have] otherwise confront[ed] our descendants in the passing
of centuries" if no Compact had been signed. 8 '
In reference to the future, Carpenter insisted, there was surplus
water in the river for future appropriations. The Compact specifically
allocated 16 maf plus the international burden "as designated burdens
upon the whole supply of the river, the unallocated surplus being
dedicated to future apportionments amongst all seven states." Of the
16 mai aggregate, 7.5 maf per annum (beneficial consumptive use)
was "permanently allocated" to the Upper Basin and 7.5 maf plus 1
maf per annum (beneficial consumptive use) was "permanently allocated" to the Lower Basin. "These permanent allocations," said Carpenter, "include [d] all water necessary to supply all present appropriations, wherever the same may be and whether from the main stream or
from the Green, the Gila or any other tributary."'"" Only in the event
that the international burden exceeded the surplus of the whole river
and tributaries (above 16 maf) would it become necessary "to take
some international water from that allocated to the two basins,' 82 thus
obligating each basin to contribute one-half of the deficiency. "[I]n
that event," Carpenter concluded, "there would be no unallocated
surplus.' 13 In other words, "[t]he surplus flow 8 [was]
the water in the
4
stream in excess of that allocated in perpetuity.'
"Beneficial consumptive use," Carpenter pointed out, was to be distinguished from amounts diverted from the river. It did not mean
headgate diversions. It meant that amount of water consumed and lost
to the river. Aggregate annual diversions in the Upper Basin were not

in the Carpenter Papers, NCWCD, supra note 1, Box 7). Carpenter also noted that the

Compact "controls those rights that are so vested thereafter and forever.., until a new
agreement is written."
179. Letter from Delphus E. Carpenter to John C. Greenaway (Aug. 11, 1922) (on

file in the Carpenter Papers, NCWCD, supra note 1, Box 48, folder 16).
180. Colorado River Basin HearingsBefore the Comm. on Irrigationand Reclamation Pursuant to S. Res. 320, 69th Cong. (1925) (testimony of Delphus E. Carpenter) (on file in
the Carpenter Papers, NCWCD supra note 1).

181. Memorandum from Delphus E. Carpenter to the Arizona-California Tri-State
Compact Meeting Participants (May 22, 1929) (on file in the Carpenter Papers, Hoover Library, supra note 1, Colorado River Commission Correspondence (March-April

1929)). Carpenter further stated that the unallocated surplus consisted of "that por-

tion of the water of the whole river system over and above the 16,000,000 [acre-feet]
allocated to the seven states plus the international burden."
182. Id.
183. Id.
184. SALT LAKE CITY TRIBUNE, May 1, 1927 (on file in the Carpenter Papers,
NCWCD, supra note 1)
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limited by the Compact. "The limitation appl [ied] only to the amount
consumed."'' 5 Generally speaking, Carpenter explained to Governor
Shoup, consumptive use is the difference between the aggregate diverted and the aggregate return flow. It is the net loss through beneficial use. 86
Transmountain diversion was an example of beneficial consumptive use. Carpenter testified to the Senate in 1925 that the Colorado
River had a total supply of 21.6 maf. After allotments were made to
both basins (7.5 maf and 8.5 maf to the upper and lower basins respectively), 5.6 maf of unallotted surplus remained in the river from which
a maximum of 650,000 acre-feet would be removed eventually by way
of transmountain diversion to Colorado's East Slope. But this diversion, he contended, was absolutely legal. The Court had determined
that it was "perfectly legitimate to tunnel from one drainage to another; to take for example the waters of the Atlantic and take them to
areas on the Pacific, and vice versa. There [was] nothing sacred about
"'187
a drainage area in the use of the water of a stream.
Where the meaning of the Compact became more contentious was
over the language in Article III. Almost a decade after the Compact
was signed, Northcutt Ely noted that Article III (a) apportioned to each
basin "the exclusive beneficial consumptive use of 7,500,000 acre-feet
of water per annum."'" As noted above, "consumptive use" was understood to mean not the quantity diverted but "the lesser quantity that is
in fact consumed."'8 9 Article III(d), however, obligated the Upper Basin not to delete the flow of the Colorado River at Lee's Ferry below an
aggregate of 75 maf for any period of ten consecutive years. The similarity between this number, divided by ten, and the apportionment of
7.5 maf of "annual consumptive use made by Article III(a) "was an unfortunate coincidence."'' 90 The guarantee of a flow of "wet water" at
Lee's Ferry has caused problems. As Ely pointed out, Article III(d)
"excludes the consumptive use on the Lower Basin tributaries, notably
the Gila, whereas the apportionment made by Article III(a) includes
the use of these tributaries by definition. The commissioners understood the difference between 111(a) and III(d) but some of their successors in public office did not."''
185. Delphus E. Carpenter, Supplemental Report of Delphus E. Carpenter, supra
note 173.
186. Id.
187. ColoradoRiver BasinHearings,supra note 170.
188. Northcutt Ely, Herbert Hoover and the Colorado River (unpublished and undated essay, on file in the Carpenter Papers, Hoover Library, supra note 1, Colorado
River Commission: Commerce Papers).
189. Id.
190. Id.
191. Id. In Ely's words, "The guarantee at Lee Ferry is in terms of a flow of wet water, not in terms of consumptive use, which is the measure of the apportionment made
by Article III(a). Since the III(d) guarantee is measured at the division point between
the two basins, it excludes the consumptive use on the Lower Basin tributaries, notably
the Gila, whereas the apportionment made by Article III(a) includes the use of those
tributaries, by definition."
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Carpenter felt the need to explain this confusion. The 7.5 maf in
Article 111(d), he told Ely, bore "no direct relation to the allocation of
7,500,000 acre-feet per annum to the Lower Basin under paragraph
(a)." In fact,
[p]aragraph (d) is purely in the nature of a guaranty by the Upper
Basin to the Lower Basin that the Upper Basin will never deplete the
flow below 75,000,000 acre-feet every ten years. This amount covers
the total required delivery for all purposes .... The paragraph [ (d)]
originated solely out of a fear entertained by Commissioners for California and Arizona, that the Upper States would exceed their allocation and would unduly deplete the supply to the Lower Basin in periods of extreme drought. Accordingly, our engineers calculated the
flow at Lee Ferry and ascertained that the Upper States probably
could safely guarantee delivery to the Lower States of an aggregate of
75,000,000 acre-feet in any ten-year period. This does not mean that
the Upper States guarantee to deliver 7,500,000 acre-feet in any year.
They may deliver no water at all in one year, 10,000,000 in another
year, 7,000,000 in another year, etc., so long as the aggregate for ten
years is 75,000,000 acre-fee~t." '
Article 111(d) had additional significance to Carpenter. Under its
guarantee, he noted, "the Mexican burden falls upon the Lower Basin
supply composed of waters originating in the Lower Basin tributaries
and in waters to pass Lee's Ferry. "From the aggregate supply provided by these two sources, the Lower Basin received its 8.5 maf, "the
entire Mexican burden and a considerable part of the unallocated
surplus." This is, said Carpenter,
the plain meaning of the simple language of the [C]ompact and any
shifting of burdens or agreements respecting sources of supply within
the Lower Basin are purely local to that basin and in no wise effect
[sic] the rights of the Upper basin under the Compact. In this class
would fall such proposals as exempting the Gila waters from the
Mexican burden, limitations respecting diversions from the main
stream, etc.
Consideration of the Gila River also formed part of the commissioners'
decision to draw up Article 111(b). The origins of III(b), according to
Carpenter, could be found in the lengthy discussions of the Colorado
River system as a whole, including the Gila River. In his words:
192. Letter from Delphus E. Carpenter to Northcutt Ely (Dec. 5, 1930) (on file in
the Carpenter Papers, NCWCD, supra note 1, Box 52, folder 1). A similar interpretation was reached in a May 30, 1975 resolution by five Colorado attorneys assigned to
the task of interpreting Article III(a) and III(d) for the Upper Colorado River Commission. Signed byJohn M. Sayre, Glenn G. Saunders, CharlesJ. Beise, Frank E. May-

nes, and Kenneth Balcomb, this resolution stated in part, "That Article III(d) of the
1922 Compact did not constitute an apportionment of water but was simply an operational schedule to transform the equal annual apportionment made in Article III(a)
into a ten-year running average." A copy of this resolution was provided to the author
by Jan Bird, Upper Colorado Commission, Salt Lake City, Utah.
193. Letter from Delphus E. Carpenter to Northcutt Ely (Dec. 5, 1930) (on file in
the Carpenter Papers, NCWCD, supra note 1, Box 52, folder 1).
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Negotiations [in Santa Fe] had proceeded past the point of agreeing
upon an allocation of 7,500,000 acre-feet to each [b]asin and of an
allocation of undetermined quantity to Mexico and of agreeing to
leave an unallocated surplus for distribution at the end of forty years,
when it suddenly developed that the Arizona Commissioner [W. S.
Norviel] had been laboring under an erroneous belief that the Gila
waters were not a part of the water supply of the Colorado River system. The sudden realization of the truth and of the fact that the waters of the Gila are as much a part of the common supply as are the
waters of the Green, Grand or any other of the many tributaries...
brought the Commission to a consideration of the fact that either
more water should be allocated to the Lower basin or further allocation of the unallocated surplus of4 the entire river supply must be undertaken in less than forty years.1
The commissioners agreed to add an extra 1 maf to the Lower Basin
"by reason of the new set up [sic] respecting then present Lower Basin
uses (including then present consumption of Gila River water) and future potentialities."'9 But because potential for future development, at
least in Carpenter's opinion, was greater in the Upper Basin and because the allocation of more water to the Lower Basin might appear
unfair and might cause the Compact to be rejected, "paragraph (b)
was agreed to as accomplishing the desired purpose and avoiding the
appearance of unfairness.,"19'
Carpenter's sensitivity to any misunderstanding of the Compact's
intent and meaning applied equally to statements by Herbert Hoover,
for whom he had the greatest respect. Nevertheless, when Hoover got
it wrong, Carpenter was quick to suggest clarification. Early in 1923,
Senator Carl Hayden requested that Hoover respond in writing to
twenty questions about the Compact.'9
The substance of some of
Hoover's remarks caused Carpenter to telegraph some questions and
answers of his own.
Was it not true, Carpenter queried, that
the intent of the Commission in framing the Colorado River Compact
was as follows: that paragraph (b) of [A]rticle III means that the
Lower Basin may increase its annual beneficial consumptive use of
water one million acre-feet and no more;... that [A]rticle VIII is not
intended to authorize, constitute or result in any apportionment of
water to the Lower Basin beyond that made in paragraphs (a) and
(b) of [A] rticle III? ' 9'
Hoover concurred and said that he would so advise Congress. Nothing
in the Compact, he added, would prevent the states in either basin

194. Id.
195. Id.
196. Id.
197. CONG. REc. (1923) (remarks of the Honorable Carl Hayden) (on file in the
Carpenter Papers, NCWCD, supra note .1,Box 28, folder 10).
198. Telegram from Delphus E. Carpenter to Herbert Hoover (Feb. 10, 1923) (on
file in the Carpenter Papers, NCWCD, supra note 1, Box 5, folder 5).
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from using more water than the amount apportioned in paragraphs
(a) and (b) of Article III, although such use would be subject to the
terms stated in Article III(f). For clarity's sake, he concluded, Article
VIII was not intended to "authorize, constitute or result in any apportionment of water to the [L]ower [B]asin beyond that made in paragraphs (a) and (b) of [A]rticle III."' 9
Carpenter had other concerns. He took issue with Hoover's response to a question about surplus water in the river. Unapportioned
water, Hoover wrote, "could be taken and used in either basin [assuming that Compact allotments were already put to beneficial consumptive use] under the ordinary rules governing appropriations, and such
appropriations would doubtless receive formal
recognition by the
200
Commission at the end of the 40-year period.

This interpretation, Carpenter replied, was just plain wrong. By
telegram he told Hoover that
[i]f [the] [L]ower [B]asin by building large reservoirs and canals of

sufficient capacity can claim in advance and finally appropriate and
take as against the [U]pper [B]asin the unapportioned waters while
[the] [U]pper [B]asin is developing towards.., full consumption of
its present apportionment under paragraph (a) of [Ajrticle III, then
paragraph (f) of [A]rticle III and [the] preamble of [the] pact become misleading and ineffective. Under [the] terms and spirit of the
[Clompactclaims of appropriation by one basin to the unapportioned
waters cannot be made, such matters being expressly deferred for the
supplemental appropriation. °'
Were Hoover's interpretation accepted as correct, "the reservation of
rights for upper basin states in accordance with the spirit of the
[C]ompact would need to be imposed upon any reservoir construction
allowed., 2 2 As he understood the Compact, Carpenter told Governor
Shoup, "the unapportioned waters are reserved for 'further equitable
apportionment' between the two [b]asins" thus negating any suggestion that excess uses in either [b]asin [would] be regarded as legal
appropriations.
Such excess uses would have to be "by sufferance

199. Telegram from Herbert Hoover to Delphus E. Carpenter (Feb. 12, 1923) (on
file in the Carpenter Papers, Hoover Library, supra note 1, Hoover Papers, Colorado
River Commission, container 12).
200. Herbert Hoover's Response to Question 10, CONG. REc. (1923) (remarks of the

Honorable Carl Hayden) (on file in the Carpenter Papers, NCWCD, supra note 1, Box
28, folder 10).

201. Telegram from Delphus E. Carpenter to Herbert Hoover (emphasis added)
(Feb. 14, 1923) (on file in the Carpenter Papers, NCWCD, supra note 1, Box 5, folder
5 and on file in the Carpenter Papers, Hoover Library, supra note 1, Colorado River
Commission: Commerce Papers).
202. Id.
203. Delphus E. Carpenter, Supplemental Report of Delphus E. Carpenter, Commissioner for Colorado, Colorado River Commission (Dec. 15, 1922) reprinted in
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and without legal foundation .... "20 4 All excess diversions would be
made "at the peril of the users" and "[t]his applies to the excess uses
made either before or after the expiration of the forty-year period."° 5
Carpenter also objected to Hoover's interpretation of the specific
water lower basin states could expect to pass Lee's Ferry. Hoover had
told Senator Hayden that the Lower Basin would get the entire flow of
the river "less only the amount consumptively used in the upper
[s]tates for agricultural purposes."' 6 Again, Carpenter disagreed.
"Paragraph (e) of [A] rticle III is reciprocal," he pointed out."7
[The] Upper Basin is not required to deliver and the Lower basin is
not required to demand ....

Your interpretation indicates that the

Upper Basin must allow all waters not consumptively used in agriculture to flow down to [the] Lower Basin for power purposes
there .... That would nullify paragraph (b) of [A] rticle IV which allows impounding of water for power in both basins ....

From [a]

practical standpoint impounding of water for power in [the] Upper
Basin would tend to equalize the flow for similar power projects in
the Lower Basin."'
It was hoped, Carpenter said, that the Secretary would consider these
points in his final report to Congress.
As much as Carpenter urged simplicity in the Compact, Article VIII
also proved problematic. Critics argued that it gave the Lower Basin
an additional appropriation of water. But Carpenter explained that it
was not intended to authorize
an apportionment of water beyond that
9
authorized in Article

111.20

By reason of a fear that further development might temporarily deplete the low flow of the river in autumn and early winter of dry years
it is provided by Article [VIII] that present perfected appropriation
upon the lower river shall not be precluded from [protection] from
encroachments upon their supplies until reservoirs have been constructed to store a° definite part of the water apportioned to the
2
[L]ower [B]asin.

The storage of water under Article VIII, however, had to be in harmony with Article III(f) and (a). "Taking the [C]ompact as a whole
and construing its provisions together," Carpenter wrote in 1922, "Article VIII does not authorize, constitute or result in any apportionment
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of water to the Lower Basin beyond that made in paragraphs (a) and
(b) of Article III......
Present perfected claims of the Lower Basin were
"neither acknowledged nor denied and their legal status, whatever it
[might] be, [was] temporarily left as it was at the time of the
[C]ompact. But when the reservoir was constructed, any claims
against the Upper Basin by such 'present perfected rights' are thereafter cut off."2 2
Testifying before the Senate in 1925, Carpenter told congressmen
that the language of Article VIII emerged "when men were tired and
worn." 213 Representatives from the Imperial Valley had made a plea for
storage or regulation of Colorado River water so they could count on a
supply for their 500,000 acres of very valuable land during periods of
low water. Article VIII was drawn at the last session of the meetings in
Santa Fe. The 5,000,000 acre-feet of storage mentioned in Article VIII
was intended to be a minimum. The capacity of a reservoir could be as
high as 20,000,000 acre-feet, depending on the advice of engineers
and the point selected for a dam. Carpenter told the Senators that
the point I wish to press to your attention is that not one right.., of
the Imperial Valley is injured by this [C]ompact and [the Valley] is
fully protected by the specific provisions of Article [VIII]. These
lower river rights are left without impairment and we of the north are
exposed to attack until the reservoir has been provided. So the
statement that the [C]ompact gave way certain rights that the lower
country had is evidently based upon a misconstruction214of the terms
and provisions of the very [C] ompact under discussion.
Of the many themes in the Compact which bear Carpenter's mark,
none is as persistent as the idea that states control their own water
supply. In Article IV, the commissioners addressed the issue of state
sovereignty by stating that the Colorado River was no longer navigable
for commerce and therefore not subject to federal regulation. Paragraph (c) clearly stated that states were responsible for the "appropriation, use and distribution of water" within their own boundaries.
In other words, the constitution and laws of Colorado control the details of appropriation, use and distribution of water within the state.
The [C] ompact does not attempt to invade such matters of local concern ....It deals wholly with interstate relations .... Whatever the
intrastate regulation and control may be [the Compact] cannot effect
[sic] the interstate relations. No law of any state can have extraterritorial effect 216
or interfere with the operation of the [C]ompact as between states.
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When Utah expressed concern regarding the issue of navigability of
the Colorado River in 1927, Carpenter telegraphed Governor Dern,
stating that Article IV did not affect Utah's title to the bed of the river.
The Compact
merely makes navigation subservient to other more important uses of
water. This provision [was] necessary to protect [the] upper states

against claims by lower states and Mexico that diversions in [the] upper states [might] impair navigability [on the] lower river. That ti tie
to [the] bed [of a] navigable river passes to [a] state on admission
and remains in [the] state until conveyed .... [The] [C]ompact in
title to [the] riverbed and strengthno manner relinquishes Utah['s]
2 7
1
ens her title in [the] waters.

CONCLUSION
Carpenter was the intellectual architect of the Colorado River
Compact. From his early years in law school, his experience as a state
senator, his appointment as Interstate Streams Commissioner of Colorado, his work on Wyoming v. Colorado, and his development of the interstate treaty process with Nebraska and New Mexico, he became almost singularly obsessed with the efficacy of solving interstate stream
problems through negotiation resulting in compacts. He recommended this solution to the seven states of the Colorado River basin in
1920 and he carried discussions forward until a Compact was finally
signed in Santa Fe in 1922. His understanding of constitutional law,
the nuances of political life, and the hydrology of rivers gave him
credibility in discussions with experts at the federal, state, and local
levels. Patient and willing, for the most part, to understand viewpoints
of others, he gradually assumed the leadership of the Colorado River
Commission, gaining the respect and confidence of its chairman, Herbert Hoover. The accolades he received in the years following 1922
are testimony to the respect which both friends and adversaries accorded him after the Compact had become the law of the river.
With understated pride, Carpenter told the commissioners in
Santa Fe, New Mexico that the signed Compact represented
the first exemplification of interstate diplomacy in the history of the
United States on so large a scale. Each member may take home with
him and reserve unto himself all the credit that is due, and a large
of the credit is due to each of the members of this Commismeasure
211
sion.

They had achieved their objective of fixing a "permanent status" with
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respect to the future development of the Colorado River. The treaty
signed in the Governor's Palace ultimately became the law of the river
"and every appropriation and use of water will be subject to its governing provisions."" 9
As Northcutt Ely noted sixty years later, the Compact's most direct
result was that it made possible the Boulder Canyon Project Act. The
Compact was
the first and great[est] instance in which Congress adopted the terms
of a Compact as part of a Federal statute, and, indeed, subjected the
exercise of Federal powers to the control of an interstate compact.
The genius of the [C]ompact was its isolation and solution of the issues between the two basins which had to be disposed of before storage could be built in either with safety to the other, while avoiding local issues whose solution was not essential in advance of the
construction of Hoover Dam.
No statement could have summed up any better Carpenter's contribution to the Colorado River Compact.
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